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The IceCube Discovery 	

[11] using an all-flavor all-direction sample of neutrinos
interacting within the detector volume. This analysis
focused on neutrinos above 100 TeV, at which the expected
atmospheric neutrino background falls to the level of one
event per year, allowing any harder astrophysical flux to be
seen clearly. Here, following the same techniques, we add a
third year of data supporting this result and begin to probe
the properties of the observed astrophysical neutrino flux.
Neutrinos are detected in IceCube by observing the

Cherenkov light produced in ice by charged particles
created when neutrinos interact. These particles generally
travel distances too small to be resolved individually, and
the particle shower is observed only in aggregate. In νμ
charged-current (CC) interactions, however, as well as a
minority of ντ CC, a high-energy muon is produced that
leaves a visible track (unless produced on the detector
boundary heading outward). Although deposited energy
resolution is similar for all events, angular resolution for
events that contain visible muon tracks is much better
(≲1°, 50% CL) than for those that do not (∼15°, 50% CL)
[12]. For equal neutrino fluxes of all flavors (1∶1∶1), νμ CC
events make up only 20% of interactions [13].
Backgrounds to astrophysical neutrino detection arise

entirely from cosmic-ray air showers. Muons produced by
π and K decays above IceCube enter the detector at
2.8 kHz. Neutrinos produced in the same interactions
[14–17] enter IceCube from above and below, and are
seen at a much lower rate due to the low neutrino
interaction cross section. Because π and K mesons decay
overwhelmingly to muons rather than electrons, these
neutrinos are predominantly νμ and usually have track-
type topologies in the detector [13]. As the parent meson’s
energy rises, its lifetime increases, making it increasingly
likely to interact before decaying. Both the atmospheric
muon and neutrino fluxes thus become suppressed at high
energy, with a spectrum one power steeper than the primary
cosmic rays that produced them [18]. At energies above
∼100 TeV, an analogous flux of muons and neutrinos from
the decay of charmed mesons is expected to dominate, as
the shorter lifetime of these particles allows this flux to
avoid suppression from interaction before decay [19–25].
This flux has not yet been observed, however, and both
its overall rate and crossover energy with the π=K flux are,
at present, poorly constrained [26]. As before [11], we
estimate all atmospheric neutrino background rates using
measurements of the northern-hemisphere νμ spectrum [9].
Event selection identifies neutrino interactions in

IceCube by rejecting those events with Cherenkov-radiating
particles, principally cosmic-ray muons, entering from
outside the detector. As before, we used a simple anti-
coincidence muon veto in the outer layers of the detector
[11], requiring that fewer than three of the first 250 detected
photoelectrons (PE) be on the detector boundary. To ensure
sufficient numbers of photons to reliably trigger this
veto, we additionally required at least 6000 PE overall,

corresponding to deposited energies of approximately
30 TeV. This rejects all but one part in 105 of the
cosmic-ray muon background above 6000 PE while pro-
viding a direction and topology-neutral neutrino sample
[11]. We use a data-driven method to estimate this back-
ground by using one region of IceCube to tag muons and
then measuring their detection rate in a separate layer of
PMTs equivalent to our veto; this predicts a total muon
background in three years of 8.4! 4.2 events. Rejection
of events containing entering muons also significantly
reduces downgoing atmospheric neutrinos (the southern
hemisphere) by detecting and vetoing muons produced in
the neutrinos’ parent air showers [27,28]. This southern-
hemisphere suppression is a distinctive and generic feature
of any neutrinos originating in cosmic-ray interactions in
the atmosphere.
In the full 988-day sample, we detected 37 events (Fig. 1)

with these characteristics relative to an expected back-
ground of 8.4! 4.2 cosmic-ray muon events and 6.6"5.9

−1.6
atmospheric neutrinos. Nine were observed in the third
year. One of these (event 32) was produced by a coincident
pair of background muons from unrelated air showers. This
event cannot be reconstructed with a single direction and
energy, and is excluded from the remainder of this article
where these quantities are required. This event, like event
28, had subthreshold early hits in the IceTop surface array
and our veto region, and is likely part of the expected muon
background. Three additional downgoing track events
are ambiguous; the remainder are uniformly distributed
through the detector and appear to be neutrino interactions.
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FIG. 1. Arrival angles and deposited energies of the events.
Cosmic-ray muon background would appear as low-energy track
events in the southern sky (bottom). Atmospheric neutrino
backgrounds would appear primarily in the northern sky (top),
also at low energies and predominantly as tracks. The attenuation
of high-energy neutrinos in the Earth is visible in the top right of
the figure. One event, a pair of coincident unrelated cosmic-ray
muons, is excluded from this plot. A tabular version of these data,
including additional information such as event times, can be
found in Ref. [29].
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SUPPL. FIG. 1. The IceCube neutrino observatory. The Ice-
Cube detector instruments a volume of 1 km3 of glacial ice
at the South Pole, sensitive to neutrinos of TeV and higher
energy12 (Suppl. Fig. 2). Neutrinos are detected by observ-
ing Cherenkov light emitted by secondary charged particles
produced in neutrino-nucleon interactions13, and their arrival
direction is obtained from the timing pattern of the detected
light. The finished detector is composed of 5160 digital optical
modules (DOMs), each containing a 10-inch photomultiplier,
with 60 placed at depths between 1450 and 2450 m on each
of 86 vertical strings. IceCube is complemented by a sur-
face air shower array called IceTop12, with two tanks located
above each of the IceCube strings. The colors at the top in-
dicate the detector at various stages of deployment. IceCube
achieves its best angular resolution for muons produced in ⌫µ
charged-current interactions (0.6� for E⌫ & 100 TeV). Com-
bined with the increased detector e↵ective volume a↵orded
by the long distances traveled by the secondary muons, such
events usually provide the highest sensitivity for searches for
neutrino point sources.

GRB CATALOG

The GRB catalog used in this analysis was syn-
thesized from GCN notices and can be obtained us-
ing the GRBweb database available at http://grbweb.
icecube.wisc.edu/. IceCube-40 operated from April
5, 2008 until May 20, 2009 and IceCube-59 operated
from May 21, 2009 until May 31, 2010. GRB090422
and GRB090423, though before the o�cial 59-string start
date, occurred during test runs of the 59-string detector
and so are included in the 59-string catalog.
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SUPPL. FIG. 2. E↵ective area of the IceCube neutrino tele-
scope using the event selections of the model-dependent and
model-independent analyses, averaging over the 40- and 59-
string detector configurations and zenith angles according to
the distribution of bursts in the catalog. The e↵ective area
of the model-independent event selection is in general some-
what larger, due to using a weight scheme instead of hard
cuts – however, the extra events so included are typically low
quality and so have low weights when computing final re-
sults. The model-independent average e↵ective area includes
the southern hemisphere for the 59-string portion of the anal-
ysis (Suppl. Fig. 3).

EFFECTIVE AREAS

The detector e↵ective areas (Suppl. Figs. 2, 3) can
be used to estimate the detector response for an arbi-
trary neutrino flux. Convolution of a flux with the ef-
fective area will give the expected event rate in IceCube.
Presented e↵ective areas are the average of the e↵ective
areas for muon neutrinos and muon antineutrinos and
correspond to the expectation value of the detector ef-
fective area under variations to account for systematic
uncertainties in the detector simulation. The increase
in e↵ective area between the 40- and 59-string detector
configurations is due to the 50% increase in geometrical
area of the detector, a more favorable detector geometry,
and improvements in the event selection and reconstruc-
tion techniques (Suppl. Fig. 4). Data files containing
all the e↵ective areas plotted here are included in the
supplementary information (Suppl. Tables 1-6).

COMBINATION OF DATASETS

The results presented use a combination of the IceCube
40- and 59-string datasets. In both analyses, all GRBs
were individually simulated and this simulation was ap-
plied to the detector running at the time of the GRB. The
simulated events from the full GRB catalog were treated
as a combined dataset, which was then compared to the
combined result from both detector configurations. Sys-

ü  37 events ranging from ~ 30 TeV 	

     to ~ 2000 TeV per 988 days	

IceCube 14	



The IceCube Discovery 	

hardening the spectrum of the remaining data. The corre-
sponding range of best-fit astrophysical slopes within our
current 90% confidence band on the charm flux [9] is !2.0
to !2.3. As the best-fit charm flux is zero, the best-fit
astrophysical spectrum is on the lower boundary of this
interval at !2.3 (solid line, Figs. 2 and 3) with a total
statistical and systematic uncertainty of !0.3.
To identify any bright neutrino sources in the data, we

employed the same maximum-likelihood clustering search
as before [11] and searched for directional correlations with
TeV gamma-ray sources. For all tests, the test statistic (TS)
is defined as the logarithm of the ratio between the best-fit
likelihood including a point source component and the
likelihood for the null hypothesis, an isotropic distribution
[34]. We determined the significance of any excess by
comparing to maps scrambled in right ascension, in which
our polar detector has uniform exposure.
As in [11], the clustering analysis was run twice, first

with the entire event sample, after removing the two events
(28 and 32) with strong evidence of a cosmic-ray origin,
and second with only the 28 shower events. This controls
for bias in the likelihood fit toward the positions of single
well-resolved muon tracks. We also conducted an addi-
tional test in which we marginalize the likelihood over a
uniform prior on the position of the hypothetical point
source. This reduces the bias introduced by muons,
allowing track and shower events to be used together,
and it improves the sensitivity to multiple sources by
considering the entire sky rather than the single best point.
Three tests were performed to search for neutrinos

correlated with known gamma-ray sources, also using
track and shower events together. The first two searched

for clustering along the Galactic Plane, with a fixed width
of !2.5°, based on TeV gamma-ray measurements [35],
and with a free width between!2.5° and!30°. The last test
searched for the correlation between neutrino events and a
predefined catalog of potential point sources (a combina-
tion of the usual IceCube [36] and ANTARES [37] lists;
see Ref. [29]). For the catalog search, the TS value was
evaluated at each source location, and the post-trial
significance was calculated by comparing the highest
observed value in each hemisphere to results from perform-
ing the analysis on scrambled data sets.
No hypothesis test yielded statistically significant evi-

dence of clustering or correlations. For the all-sky cluster-
ing test (Fig. 5), scrambled data sets produced locations
with equal or greater TS 84% and 7.2% of the time for all
events and for showerlike events only. As in the two-year
data set, the strongest clustering was near the Galactic
Center. Other neutrino observations of this location give no
evidence for a source [38], however, and no new events
were strongly correlated with this region. When using the
marginalized likelihood, a test statistic greater than or equal
to the observed value was found in 28% of scrambled
data sets. The source list yielded p values for the northern
and southern hemispheres of 28% and 8%, respectively.
Correlation with the Galactic Plane was not significant
either: when letting the width float freely, the best fit was
!7.5° with a post-trials chance probability of 2.8%, while a
fixed width of!2.5° returned a p value of 24%. A repeat of
the time clustering search from [11] found no evidence of
structure either.
With or without a possible Galactic contributions

[39,40], the high Galactic latitudes of many of the highest-
energy events (Fig. 5) suggest at least some extragalactic

FIG. 5 (color online). Arrival directions of the events in
Galactic coordinates. Showerlike events (median angular reso-
lution "15°) are marked with" and those containing muon tracks
(≲1°) with !. Approximately 40% of the events (mostly tracks
[13]) are expected to originate from atmospheric backgrounds.
Event IDs match those in the catalog in Ref. [29] and are time
ordered. The grey line denotes the equatorial plane. Colors show
the test statistic (TS) for the point source clustering test at each
location. No significant clustering was observed.

FIG. 4. Extraterrestrial neutrino flux (ν" ν̄) as a function
of energy. Vertical error bars indicate the 2ΔL # !1 contours
of the flux in each energy bin, holding all other values, including
background normalizations, fixed. These provide approximate
68% confidence ranges. An increase in the charm atmospheric
background to the level of the 90% CL limit from the
northern hemisphere νμ spectrum [9] would reduce the inferred
astrophysical flux at low energies to the level shown for
comparison in light gray. The best-fit power law is E2ϕ$E% #
1.5 ! 10!8$E=100 TeV%!0.3 GeV cm!2 s!1 sr!1.
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ü  No significant clustering	

ü  No association with 	

      any astro source reported 	


ü  inconsistent with atm. bg. with 5.7σ	

ü  consistent with 1:1:1 flavor ratio	

ü  ~ 10-8 GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1 per flavor	

     with a spectral index of p ~ 2 	
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High-Energy Neutrino Production	

•  pγ interaction	

	

•  Inelastic nuclear collision	


p+ � ! p+ ⇡0; n+ ⇡+

p+ p ! p+ p+ ⇡0; n+ p+ ⇡+

⇡+ ! µ+ + ⌫µ µ+ ! e+ + ⌫e + ⌫̄µ

p+ n ! p+ n+ ⇡0; n+ n+ ⇡+

Hadron Acceleration ＋ Collision with Target Photons or Hadrons	

etc	



Neutrino × GRB	



•  what we know	

– The most luminous transients (                              )	

– Cosmological events (           ) ~ 100 per yr	


– Relativistic jets (              ,                    )	

– Related to death of massive stars	


(Long) Gamma-Ray Bursts	

Prompt γ-ray	

 emission	

X-ray to radio 	

  afterglow (with jet break)	

(supernova)	


� ⇠ 102-3 ✓j ⇠ 0.1 rad

L� ⇠ 1051-52 erg s�1

z ⇠ 1-3

energy ~ MeV	

duration ~ 10-100 s	

variability ~ ms	

(Flares)	




(Long) Gamma-Ray Bursts	

•  A standard picture	


•  Fundamental Questions  	

– Central engine?	

– Prompt emission? 	


– Progenitor? 	


→ BH and magnetar formation	

Extreme plasma physics 	

     Origin of UHECRs	

→ GRB-SN connection	

→ 	

？	
？	？	

Meszaros	  2001	



Q. What is the GRB mechanism?	
No. 2, 2010 FERMI OBSERVATIONS OF HIGH-ENERGY GAMMA-RAY EMISSION FROM GRB 090217A L131

Figure 3. Time-averaged (T0 ! 0.26 s to T0 + 37.50 s) count spectrum of GRB
090217A of the GBM (NaI and BGO) and LAT data. The spectrum is well fit
by a Band function spanning five decades in energy. The LAT data have been
separated into FRONT and BACK data sets (see the text).

As in Abdo et al. (2010), we also used a relaxed event
selection, considering all LAT events that passed the onboard
gamma filter. Most of these events have at least a well-
reconstructed track in the tracker, thus providing a rough
direction measurement. The corresponding PSF was found to
be much worse than for the TRANSIENT class, with a 68%
containment radius of "20#, "13#, and "7# at 20 MeV, 50 MeV,
and 100 MeV, respectively. However, applying an additional
spatial selection based on the 68% containment angles for this
PSF reduced the background from "300 Hz to "16 Hz. The
background-subtracted light curve obtained with this loosened
event selection is shown in the third panel of Figure 1, and
the time history of its cumulative significance is reported in
Figure 2.

3. GBM AND LAT JOINT SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

Simultaneous spectral fits of the GBM and LAT data were
performed for each of the three time bins (a–c) shown in
Figure 1. The selected boundaries reflect the time characteristics
of GBM features and LAT photons. The first time bin (a) starts
256 ms before the GBM trigger time in order to include the
first LAT (447 MeV) event and lasts up to T0 + 3.072 s. The
central time bin (b) starts at T0 + 3.072 s up to T0 + 12.672
s, i.e., until the end of the main LAT emission. The last bin
(c) starts at T0 + 12.672 s and ends at T0 + 37.504 s, covering
the tail of the LAT and GBM emission. The 15 total events
selected in the LAT are displayed in the last panel of Figure 1.
As in Section 2.2.1, we used a spectroscopic threshold of
100 MeV to avoid any spurious result due to systematic
uncertainties in the LAT IRFs. The spectral analysis was
performed with the software package RMFIT (version 3.1),
using binned GBM TTE data and selected LAT FRONT and
BACK events (see details in Abdo et al. 2009b). Instead of
a !2, we used the Castor C-statistic (Dorman et al. 2003) to
simultaneously fit the combined data sets due to the small
number of events at the highest energies. The Castor statistic
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Figure 4. Spectral energy distributions for the Band models found in time bins
(a)–(c) are shown in thick solid lines which reach the largest detected photon
energy in each time bin, while the corresponding (same color) thin dashed lines
represent the 68% confidence level contours for each fit.

is similar to the Cash statistic (Cash 1979), except for an offset
that is constant for a particular data set.

All time-resolved count spectra are well fitted by a Band
function, which consists of two smoothly connected power laws
(Band et al. 1993). Figure 3 displays the time-averaged count
spectrum, which spans five decades in energy and is also well
reproduced by a Band model. The source photon spectral energy
distributions are shown in Figure 4 with their 68% confidence
level contours. The best fit model parameters are reported in
Table 1 with their statistical errors along with the energy fluxes
in the 20 keV–2 MeV and 100 MeV–10 GeV energy bands. The
systematic errors on these parameters are essentially dominated
by the uncertainty on the effective areas of the instruments. In
Abdo et al. (2009b), we found a ±15% systematic uncertainty
on the amplitude A, ±0.03 for the spectral slopes " and #,
and ±8 keV for the peak energy Epeak. For GRB 090217A,
these uncertainties are negligible for # and Epeak, while they are
comparable to the statistical errors for " and dominant for A.

Whereas the time evolution of the amplitude and Epeak shows
the same trend as the overall intensity of the burst, as observed
from Figure 1, the low-energy slope (") becomes gradually
softer and the high-energy slope (#) remains constant within
the quoted errors. In particular, the apparent hardening of #
between time bins (b) and (c) is not significant ("1.5$ ). The
hardness ratio between the low- and high-energy fluxes is also
found to be constant, with a mean value of 0.026 ± 0.011 for
the time-averaged spectrum.

4. COMPARISON TO THE LAT DETECTED GRB 080825C
AND GRB 080916C

GRB 090217A does not exhibit any noticeable spectral
feature, other than the common Band spectral shape, similar
to the first two long bursts detected by the LAT, GRB 080825C,
and GRB 080916C. In all three bursts, no significant excess
in the form of an additional spectral component, or a deficit
in the form of a spectral cutoff, was found in the LAT energy
range with respect to the extrapolation of the Band spectrum
from lower energies. In combination with correlated temporal
behavior of the low and high energies, this suggests that a single
emission mechanism accounts for the radiation across all energy
bands. In Abdo et al. (2010), we estimated the fluence ratio of the
100 MeV–10 GeV energy band to the 20 keV–2 MeV energy

Abdo+2010 	

“Band” function	

〜 broken power law	


@ low energy	


@ high energy	


NE / E↵

NE / E�

↵ ⇠ �1

� ⇠ �(2-3)

"peak ⇠ 0.1-1 MeVü  	  	

ü  	  	

ü  	  	

ü  non-thermal features → particle acceleration? 	

	


ü  polarization? (e.g., Yonetoku+2012) → magnetic fields?	



The Internal Shock Model	

There is an undeclared dispute among
researchers who study complex traits —
physical or behavioural characteristics

of an organism that are dictated by combina-
tions of more than one gene and the environ-
ment. On one side are classical geneticists,
who look at the differences in DNA sequence
between individuals and attempt to correlate
them with physical and behavioural varia-
tions. On the other are proponents of gene-
expression analysis, who focus on variations
in the genes being switched on. On page 297
of this issue, Schadt and colleagues1 describe
how they brought these approaches together
in a systematic, genome-wide analysis of 
the genetics of variation in gene expression.
Their work provides support for a strategy 
by which complex traits could be studied at a
greater scale and depth than is possible using
either technique alone.

The idea of carrying out genome-wide
genetic analyses of gene-expression data was
introduced two years ago by Jansen and
Nap2, and Brem et al.3 were the first to apply
this approach, in a study of budding yeast.
The principles are outlined (for studying
mice) in Fig. 1, overleaf. Crossing two pro-
genitor strains, and subsequently crossing
their offspring among themselves, produces
a genetically variable population. Variations
in DNA sequence across the genomes of 
this population are then analysed to identify
their origin (that is, which one of the two
progenitor strains). At the same time the
population is studied to find out which genes
are being expressed in different individuals,
and to what degree. The expression level of
each gene is then treated as a quantitative
trait. Quantitative traits are determined by
more than one gene and show a graded 

news and views

back into the jet, producing optical and radio
emission that decays rather quickly. 

How does this model account for the
unusual light curve recorded by Fox et al.1? In
most cases, the external shocks would begin
around one minute after the onset of 
the GRB while the internal shocks and the 
!-ray emission are still going on. Hence, 
the very early afterglow and the reverse-
shock emission overlap the late part of the
GRB. The early part of the light curve may
represent the emission from the reverse
shock and the plateau a transition from the
reverse to the forward shock5. 

The late afterglow wiggles could be inter-
preted as the result of the shock wave
encountering an external medium of vari-
able density6–8. But detailed calculations9

show that even an abrupt drop in density
cannot explain the very steep decay of the
afterglow seen around 0.3 days after the
burst. Furthermore, such density variations
are expected to have little influence on the 
X-ray band6,7 , and yet Fox et al.1 find that
fluctuations in the X-ray and optical light
curves are correlated. 

Alternatively, the shock wave’s energy
may have varied7,8: an increase in shock-wave
energy could explain the early slow decay,
and an energy decrease would naturally 
produce a steep decline. A shock wave that
has been slowed by the surrounding medium
could be caught up by subsequent shocks,
increasing the shock-wave energy10. If such
‘refreshed’ shocks do account for the early
slower decay, then the actual energy release
of GRB 021004 was significantly larger than
implied by the observed !-rays alone1 — so if
this burst is typical, then GRBs are even more
energetic than we thought. 

There is another possible explanation for
energy modulation of the shock wave, which
stems from the ultra-relativistic motion of
the GRB jet7,11. The emission from a radiating
object moving at almost the speed of light is
beamed into a very narrow cone along the
line of motion. As the object slows down, the
cone opens up to wider and wider angles. At
first, during the GRB and the early afterglow,
the shock wave is moving very fast and,
because of this ‘relativistic beaming’, only a
tiny fraction of the expanding jet is observed
(only the part that is moving practically head-
on towards the observer). As time passes and
the blast wave slows down, a larger fraction of
the jet is seen. The corresponding shock-wave
energy is the average over the observed region
and it may increase (or decrease) locally if the
jet structure is inhomogeneous.

Both of these mechanisms are possible
explanations for the energy increase seen 
by Fox et al.1 in the early afterglow period.
But the light curve for the later afterglow
shows a period of steep decline, correspond-
ing to energy decreases. As refreshed shocks
can only increase the blast wave’s energy,
they cannot account for the later rapid decay.

It is more likely that a non-uniform jet 
structure is responsible for the observed 
pattern. Non-uniform structure in GRB jets
has been long expected11 — this may be the
first evidence for its existence. ■
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Genomics

Gene expression meets genetics
Ariel Darvasi

Genetic analyses look for differences in gene sequence that could explain
variation in physical traits. Gene-expression studies provide a snapshot of
active genes. These approaches are now combined , to great effect. 
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Figure 1 The internal–external shocks model. A gamma-ray burst (GRB) is thought to be driven by 
an ‘inner engine’, a cataclysmic event such as the collapse of a massive star. Inside an ultra-relativistic
jet of particles thrown out from the explosion, internal shocks release a vast amount of energy in a
burst of !-rays. When the jet is slowed down by surrounding matter, external shocks are created: 
the forward shock that propagates further into space, and the reverse shock that is reflected back
against the relativistic flow. Both types of shock waves heat the surrounding matter, producing 
an afterglow to the GRB.
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The GRB-UHECR Hypothesis	

•  If not only electrons but protons are accelerated, 	


•  If                                                  ,  	


"p < erB ⇠ 3⇥ 1020 r14B4 eV

Eiso

CR

⇠ Eiso

�

⇠ 1053 erg

⇢GRB ⇠ 1 Gpc�3yr�1with	

QCR ⇠ 1044 erg Mpc�3 yr�1

Consistent with the UHECR observations	

 Wanderman & Piran 2003	

 Waxman 1995	



The GRB Prompt Neutrinos	

ü @ Δ-resonance	


	


ü Meson production efficiency (large astrophysical uncertainties)	
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The Current IceCube Limit	

in the analytical model were probably a bit on the opti-
mistic side. The result can be regarded as revised fireball
(neutrino) calculation (RFC). In the right panel of Fig. 1, it
is shown that RFC matches the numerical result for the
same assumptions for the photohadronic interactions
(‘‘WB !-approx’’, as in Ref. [1]) very well. Taking into
account the additional multipion and kaon production
modes, similar to Ref. [14], the flux increases again, and
the final (numerical) result NFC is obtained. In this case,
the normalization deviates about one order of magnitude
from the analytical prediction IC-FC, and the shape is
significantly different, shifted to higher energies. Note
that we have chosen one analytical method IC-FC for the
comparison, whereas the detailed comparison to another
method, such as Ref. [1], will depend on the specific
approximations of the analytical method (whereas NFC
does not depend on these).

As the next step, we reproduce the IC40 analysis from
Ref. [4], based on 117 bursts, using the same neutrino
effective area and same assumptions, bursts, and parame-
ters [17]. The result is shown in Fig. 2 (light/blue curves),
where the dashed curve shows the IC-FC prediction for the
neutrino flux and the solid curve the corresponding IC40
limit. In this case, the bound is below the prediction, and
the original model is under tension. Our result is shown as
black curves: the prediction is about one order of magni-
tude below the limit corresponding to this flux shape. This
qualitatively different result means that IceCube has not

yet reached the level where it tests the parameters chosen
for the fireball model.
In order to obtain conclusions on the cosmic-ray con-

nection, or to compare the results from different experi-
ments, the extrapolation of the fluence to a quasidiffuse
flux is needed. It depends on the number of bursts expected
per year, where 667 has been used [4]. We show in Fig. 3
our quasidiffuse flux prediction (‘‘GRB, all’’) together with
the IC40 limit, the combined IC59! 40 limit (which has a
different flux shape), and an extrapolated IC86 limit. In
addition, we show different regions and curves to illustrate
the size of several model- or method-specific additional
‘‘systematical errors’’: the statistical error coming from the
extrapolation from a few bursts to the quasidiffuse flux
(for 117 bursts, estimated and obtained from Ref. [15]) and
the ‘‘astrophysical uncertainty’’ for this particular model
(envelope of the following independent variations around
the assumptions for the IceCube analysis: variability time-
scale tv by one order of magnitude [0:001 s . . . 0:1 s for
long bursts], " between 200 and 500, proton injection
index between 1.8 and 2.2, and !e=!B, energy in electrons
versus magnetic field, between 0.1 and 10). As one can
read off from this figure, neither IC40 nor IC59! 40 can
reach the predicted fluxes, even in the most optimistic
cases; compared to IC59! 40, a factor of two higher
statistics is needed to reach the nominal prediction.
However, the full scale IceCube experiment, operated
over about 10 years (extrapolation), will finally find the

FIG. 2 (color online). Reproduction of the IC-FC prediction
for the neutrino (differential) fluence E2

"F", compared to the
corresponding IC40 limit (light/blue curves; 90% CL). In addi-
tion, our numerical prediction NFC is compared to the corre-
sponding IceCube limit for exactly the same bursts and
assumptions (black curves). Compare to Fig. 2 in Ref. [4].

FIG. 3 (color online). Prediction of the quasi-diffuse flux
(NFC), including the estimates for several model- or method-
specific systematical uncertainties (see main text). In addition,
the IC40 limit is shown, and two expectations are shown for
comparison (IC59! 40 from Ref. [5] and IC86 extrapolated for
AIC86
eff ’ 3" AIC40

eff from IC40; see, e.g., Ref. [24]).
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~10 yr observations by IceCube can cover reasonable	

     parameter ranges for the GRB-UHECR scenario. 	
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Figure 2. Neutrino spectra numerically calculated by adopting the internal shock
radius R = 2#2ctob

v /(1 + z) for 215 GRBs (light red lines) observed during
the IceCube operations in the 40-string and 59-string configurations. We use the
same GRB samples, the same assumptions for the GRB parameters, and the
same effective area as a function of the zenith angle as those used by the ICC.
The thick red solid line represents the sum of the neutrino spectra of the 215
GRBs and the thick red dashed line is the corresponding 90% CL upper limit
of IceCube. The thick dark gray solid line and dashed line are the predicted
total neutrino spectrum and the corresponding 90% CL upper limit given by
the ICC for the combined data analysis of IC40 and IC59, respectively. The
blue solid and dashed lines correspond to the expected spectra and the 90%
CL upper limit obtained by using the modified method in Guetta et al. (2004).
The purple lines represent our modified analytical calculation as a comparison.
For the above calculations, we adopt benchmark parameters, such as the peak
luminosity L! = 1052 erg s!1, the observed variability timescale tob

v = 0.01 s
for the long GRBs, the Lorentz factor # = 102.5, and the baryon ratio "p = 10
for every GRB.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

1012–1016 cm.10 The figure shows that the neutrino flux for the
case of R = 1012 cm (the black solid line) would exceed the
corresponding IceCube upper limit (the black dashed line) as
long as the baryon-loading factor is sufficiently greater than
unity. If we fix "p = 10, then the nondetection requires that the
dissipation radius be larger than 4"1012 cm. We note that, when
the emission radius is too small, the maximum energy of the
accelerating particles is limited due to the strong photohadronic
and/or radiation cooling, and the neutrino emission can be more
complicated due to the strong pion/muon cooling, so a more
careful study is needed to obtain quantitative constraints on "p

in this regime. On the other hand, the larger dissipation radius
leads to a lower neutrino flux and higher cooling break energy
according to Equations (12) and (13). The shift of the first break
to higher energies for larger dissipation radii is due to those
GRBs with # > 1, whose neutrino spectral peaks located at the
cooling breaks dominantly contribute to the neutrino flux.

3.2. Uncertainty in the Bulk Lorentz Factor

In the previous subsections, we took either the variability or
the dissipation radius as a principal parameter, given a Lorentz
factor, i.e., # = 102.5. For those bursts without a measured

10 If the radius is smaller than the photosphere radius, then the neutrino
emission produced by the p ! p interactions becomes important (Wang & Dai
2009; Murase 2008); this scenario is not considered here.
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Figure 3. Spectra of the total neutrino emission produced by 215 GRBs,
assuming the same dissipation radius for every GRB at R = 1012 cm (the
black solid line), R = 1013 cm (the blue solid line), R = 1014 cm (the green
solid line), R = 1015 cm (the yellow solid line), and R = 1016 cm (the red
solid line). The corresponding upper limits are shown by the dashed lines.
Other parameters are the same as those used in Figure 2. Note that the red,
green, and yellow dashed lines overlap with each other because the spectrum
shape of the red, green, and yellow solid lines is similar in the energy range of
105 GeV–3 " 106 GeV.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

redshift, we took L! = 1052 erg s!1 for the peak luminosity, as
was done by the ICC. However, it was found recently that the
bulk Lorentz factor could significantly vary among the bursts,
and there is an inherent relation between the Lorentz factor and
the isotropic energy or the peak luminosity (Liang et al. 2010;
Ghirlanda et al. 2012). As shown by Equations (17) and (18),
the neutrino flux is very sensitive to the bulk Lorentz factor, so
we can use the inherent relation to obtain more realistic values
for the Lorentz factors and, hence, a more reliable estimate of
the neutrino flux.

By identifying the onset time of the forward shock from the
optical afterglow observations, Liang et al. (2010) and Lv et al.
(2011) obtain the bulk Lorentz factors for a sample of GRBs.
They furthermore found a correlation between the bulk Lorentz
factor and the isotropic energy of the burst, given by11

#L = 118E0.26
iso,52. (22)

Ghirlanda et al. (2012) revisit this problem with a large sample
and obtain a relation as

#G = 29.8E0.51
iso,52. (23)

Compared with the benchmark model, which assumes # = 102.5

for all of the bursts, the value of # obtained from these
relations is lower for the bursts with the isotropic energy
Eiso ! (4.4–9.4) " 1053 erg.

Ghirlanda et al. (2012) also obtained the relation between the
bulk Lorentz factor and the peak luminosity, i.e.,

#GL
= 72.1L0.49

! ,52. (24)

11 We adopt only the center value for the relationships presented hereafter.
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Problems in the Classical Scenario	


•  Low radiation efficiency	

•  Wrong spectrum  	

– Low energy photon index incompatible with Band 	

– Empirical relation (               )	


ü Hint: GRBs with (quasi-)thermal component 	
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Figure 2. Light curve of GRB 090902B for energies 0.1–300 GeV from
unbinned likelihood fits to the LAT data. After the prompt phase, extended
or afterglow emission consistent with a temporal profile ! t"1.5 (dashed line)
lasts until #T0 + 1000 s. The upper limit at times > T0 + 3600 s was derived
from the data collected after the source emerged from occultation by the Earth.

is similarly hard in interval f, after which the Band function
component is no longer detected. The hardening of ! is ac-
companied by an apparent hardening of the power-law index, !,
which until interval e does not exhibit much variation. However,
this is not definitive since the flux is too low to constrain ! in
intervals e and f separately. A spectral fit of the sum of these
two intervals confirms the presence of both a harder ! and a
harder !, with a clear statistical preference for the inclusion of
the power-law component. An equally good fit is obtained in
the combined e + f interval if this power law has an exponential
cutoff at high energies, with the preferred cutoff energy lying
above 2 GeV. Finally, we note that in interval b, a marginally
better fit is achieved using a model with the additional power-
law component having an exponential cutoff at high energies.
The improvement is at the #3" level and indicates weak ev-
idence for a cutoff in the second component, placing a lower
limit on the cutoff energy in this interval of about 1 GeV.

5. DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION

The Fermi data for GRB 090902B show for the first time clear
evidence of excess emission both at low energies (! 50 keV)
and at high energies (>100 MeV), while the Band function alone
fits data at intermediate energies adequately. These excesses
are well fitted by a single power-law component suggesting
a common origin. This power-law component accounts for
$24% of the total fluence in the 10 keV–10 GeV range,
and its photon index is hard, with a value #"1.9 throughout
most of the prompt phase. Such a hard component producing
the observed excess at low energies is difficult to explain in
the context of leptonic models by the usual synchrotron self-
Compton (SSC) mechanisms. In the simplest versions of these
models, the peak of the SSC emission is expected to have a
much higher energy than the synchrotron peak at MeV energies,
and the SSC component has a soft tail that is well below the
synchrotron flux at lower energies and so would not produce
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Figure 3. Joint fit of GBM and LAT data to interval b, (T0 +4.6, T0 +9.6 s). Top:
counts spectrum; separate model components are plotted, Band (dashed), power
law (solid). Bottom: unfolded #F# spectrum. The extension of the >100 MeV
power-law component to the lowest energies (<50 keV) is shown.

excess emission below #50 keV. Hadronic models, either in
the form of proton synchrotron radiation (Razzaque et al. 2009)
or photohadronic interactions (Asano et al. 2009), can produce
a hard component with a similar low energy excess via direct
and cascade radiation (e.g., synchrotron emission by secondary
pairs at low energies). However, the total energy release in
hadronic models would exceed the observed gamma-ray energy
of Eiso = 3.63%1054 erg significantly and may pose a challenge
for the total energy budget. Collimation into a narrow jet may
alleviate the energy requirements, since the actual energy release
from GRB 090902B can be smaller by a jet beaming factor
> 1/!2

0 from the apparent isotropic value, where !0 is the bulk
Lorentz factor of the fireball.

From the observation of a 11.16+1.48
"0.58 GeV photon in interval

c, the highest energy during the prompt phase and thus the
most constraining, we derive a minimum value of the bulk

090902B	
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Figure 6. ! F! spectrum in the time interval from T0+0.094 s to T0+0.132 s using a Band function (left) and B+BB (right). The lower part of each panel shows to the
residuals of the fits.
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Figure 7. Evolution with time of the parameters of the spectral fits using the shortest time intervals. The blue lines correspond to the Band-only fit to the data and the
red lines correspond to the B+BB fits.

!30 keV. The evolution of the peak of the BB spectrum from
the B+BB fits is then very similar to the evolution of the Epeak of
the Band-only fit. The positive values of " resulting from Band-
only fits during the first peak of the light curve are also similar

to the positive low-energy slope of a Planck function. With both
Epeak and ", the Band function from Band-only fits and the BB
from B+BB fits have very similar shapes for the low-energy part.
The difference between the Band function and the BB appears
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Dissipative photosphere scenarios	

There is an undeclared dispute among
researchers who study complex traits —
physical or behavioural characteristics

of an organism that are dictated by combina-
tions of more than one gene and the environ-
ment. On one side are classical geneticists,
who look at the differences in DNA sequence
between individuals and attempt to correlate
them with physical and behavioural varia-
tions. On the other are proponents of gene-
expression analysis, who focus on variations
in the genes being switched on. On page 297
of this issue, Schadt and colleagues1 describe
how they brought these approaches together
in a systematic, genome-wide analysis of 
the genetics of variation in gene expression.
Their work provides support for a strategy 
by which complex traits could be studied at a
greater scale and depth than is possible using
either technique alone.

The idea of carrying out genome-wide
genetic analyses of gene-expression data was
introduced two years ago by Jansen and
Nap2, and Brem et al.3 were the first to apply
this approach, in a study of budding yeast.
The principles are outlined (for studying
mice) in Fig. 1, overleaf. Crossing two pro-
genitor strains, and subsequently crossing
their offspring among themselves, produces
a genetically variable population. Variations
in DNA sequence across the genomes of 
this population are then analysed to identify
their origin (that is, which one of the two
progenitor strains). At the same time the
population is studied to find out which genes
are being expressed in different individuals,
and to what degree. The expression level of
each gene is then treated as a quantitative
trait. Quantitative traits are determined by
more than one gene and show a graded 

news and views

back into the jet, producing optical and radio
emission that decays rather quickly. 

How does this model account for the
unusual light curve recorded by Fox et al.1? In
most cases, the external shocks would begin
around one minute after the onset of 
the GRB while the internal shocks and the 
!-ray emission are still going on. Hence, 
the very early afterglow and the reverse-
shock emission overlap the late part of the
GRB. The early part of the light curve may
represent the emission from the reverse
shock and the plateau a transition from the
reverse to the forward shock5. 

The late afterglow wiggles could be inter-
preted as the result of the shock wave
encountering an external medium of vari-
able density6–8. But detailed calculations9

show that even an abrupt drop in density
cannot explain the very steep decay of the
afterglow seen around 0.3 days after the
burst. Furthermore, such density variations
are expected to have little influence on the 
X-ray band6,7 , and yet Fox et al.1 find that
fluctuations in the X-ray and optical light
curves are correlated. 

Alternatively, the shock wave’s energy
may have varied7,8: an increase in shock-wave
energy could explain the early slow decay,
and an energy decrease would naturally 
produce a steep decline. A shock wave that
has been slowed by the surrounding medium
could be caught up by subsequent shocks,
increasing the shock-wave energy10. If such
‘refreshed’ shocks do account for the early
slower decay, then the actual energy release
of GRB 021004 was significantly larger than
implied by the observed !-rays alone1 — so if
this burst is typical, then GRBs are even more
energetic than we thought. 

There is another possible explanation for
energy modulation of the shock wave, which
stems from the ultra-relativistic motion of
the GRB jet7,11. The emission from a radiating
object moving at almost the speed of light is
beamed into a very narrow cone along the
line of motion. As the object slows down, the
cone opens up to wider and wider angles. At
first, during the GRB and the early afterglow,
the shock wave is moving very fast and,
because of this ‘relativistic beaming’, only a
tiny fraction of the expanding jet is observed
(only the part that is moving practically head-
on towards the observer). As time passes and
the blast wave slows down, a larger fraction of
the jet is seen. The corresponding shock-wave
energy is the average over the observed region
and it may increase (or decrease) locally if the
jet structure is inhomogeneous.

Both of these mechanisms are possible
explanations for the energy increase seen 
by Fox et al.1 in the early afterglow period.
But the light curve for the later afterglow
shows a period of steep decline, correspond-
ing to energy decreases. As refreshed shocks
can only increase the blast wave’s energy,
they cannot account for the later rapid decay.

It is more likely that a non-uniform jet 
structure is responsible for the observed 
pattern. Non-uniform structure in GRB jets
has been long expected11 — this may be the
first evidence for its existence. ■
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Genomics

Gene expression meets genetics
Ariel Darvasi

Genetic analyses look for differences in gene sequence that could explain
variation in physical traits. Gene-expression studies provide a snapshot of
active genes. These approaches are now combined , to great effect. 
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Figure 1 The internal–external shocks model. A gamma-ray burst (GRB) is thought to be driven by 
an ‘inner engine’, a cataclysmic event such as the collapse of a massive star. Inside an ultra-relativistic
jet of particles thrown out from the explosion, internal shocks release a vast amount of energy in a
burst of !-rays. When the jet is slowed down by surrounding matter, external shocks are created: 
the forward shock that propagates further into space, and the reverse shock that is reflected back
against the relativistic flow. Both types of shock waves heat the surrounding matter, producing 
an afterglow to the GRB.
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The Dissipative Photosphere Zoo	

ü  Large variatiety ; Jet Characteristic × Dissipation Channel	

ü  Theories can reproduce observations “with tunings” 	


       including high (GeV) to low (optical) extra-components. 	

pair production suppresses emission above giga–electron volts.
The number of pairs created in this scenario is found numerically
to be n! /nel ’ 4, in agreement with the analytical predictions of
x 4.

The numerical results obtained for !"e " 1 and 10 are presented
in Figures 4 and 5. These results further show the similarity be-
tween the spectra obtained by the two different dissipation mech-
anisms, as well as the weak dependence of the spectral shape on
the value of the magnetic field or on #pl. Multiple scattering cre-
ates the flat energy per decade spectrum above the thermal peak
at 3$!mec

2 /(1# z) ’ 30 100 keV, for a typical! " 100 300.
This energy is very similar, albeit somewhat lower than the ob-

served spectral break energy, $300 keV (Band et al. 1993;
Preece et al. 1998a, 2000). The flat spectrum extends up to
!("f %f )mec

2 /(1# z) % 10 MeV.
In the internal shock scenario, the energetic photons produce

pairs, resulting in a cutoff above $100 MeV. The number den-
sity of pairs in the scenario !"e " 1 is found numerically to be
n! /nel ’ 4 (#pl " 0), n! /nel ’ 5 (#pl " 1). Similar, but some-
what lower values (n! /nel " 1:5, 3.5, respectively) are obtained
for !"e " 10.We thus find that, indeed, pairs do not outnumber the
baryon-related electrons by a large factor, due to pair annihilation.
The pair annihilation phenomenon causes the small peak observed
at !mec

2 /(1# z) " 25 MeV (see Pe’er & Waxman [2004], for

Fig. 4.—Time-averaged spectra obtained for low values of the optical depth,
!"e " 1. Results are shown for L52 " 10&2, with all other parameters as in Fig. 3.
Results for slow dissipation are shown by thin lines, and dissipation by shock
waves with power-law index p " 2 are shown by thick lines. Solid lines are for
highmagnetic field, #B " 10&0:5, and dash-dotted lines are for #B " 10&6: #pl " 1
(thick solid line) and #pl " 0 (thick dash-dotted line). [See the electronic edition of
the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 5.—Time-averaged spectra obtained for intermediate value of the optical
depth, !"e " 10. Results are shown for L52 " 10&1, with all other parameters as
in Fig. 3. Results for slow dissipation are shown by thin lines, and dissipation by
shock waves with power-law index p " 2 are shown by thick lines. Thick solid
line: High magnetic field, #B " 10&0:5 and #pl " 0. Thick dash-dotted line: #B "
10&4 and #pl " 1. Thin dash-dotted line: Slow heating, #B " 10&6. [See the elec-
tronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 3.—Time-averaged spectra obtained for low values of the optical depth,
!"e " 0:1; & " 1, L52 " 10&3, ! " 100, #d " 0:1, and #e " 10&0:5 are assumed.
Results for slow dissipation are shown by thin lines, and dissipation by shock
waves with power-law index p " 2 are shown by thick lines. Solid lines are for
highmagnetic field, #B " 10&0:5, and dash-dotted lines are for #B " 10&6: #pl " 0
(thick solid line) and #pl " 1 (thick dash-dotted line); z " 1with cosmological pa-
rameters as in Fig. 1. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version
of this figure.]

Fig. 6.—Time-averaged spectra obtained for high values of the optical depth,
!"e " 100 and 1000. Results are shown for L52 " 1 (solid lines), L52 " 10
(dashed lines), with all other parameters as in Fig. 3. Results for slow dissipation
are shown by thin lines, and dissipation by shock waves with power-law index
p " 2 are shown by thick lines. Thick solid line: Highmagnetic field, #B " 10&0:5

and #pl " 1. Thick dashed line: #B " 10&6 and #pl " 0:1. Thin solid line: Slow
heating, #B " 10&0:5. Thin dashed line: Slow heating, #B " 10&6. [See the elec-
tronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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pair production suppresses emission above giga–electron volts.
The number of pairs created in this scenario is found numerically
to be n! /nel ’ 4, in agreement with the analytical predictions of
x 4.

The numerical results obtained for !"e " 1 and 10 are presented
in Figures 4 and 5. These results further show the similarity be-
tween the spectra obtained by the two different dissipation mech-
anisms, as well as the weak dependence of the spectral shape on
the value of the magnetic field or on #pl. Multiple scattering cre-
ates the flat energy per decade spectrum above the thermal peak
at 3$!mec

2 /(1# z) ’ 30 100 keV, for a typical! " 100 300.
This energy is very similar, albeit somewhat lower than the ob-

served spectral break energy, $300 keV (Band et al. 1993;
Preece et al. 1998a, 2000). The flat spectrum extends up to
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In the internal shock scenario, the energetic photons produce

pairs, resulting in a cutoff above $100 MeV. The number den-
sity of pairs in the scenario !"e " 1 is found numerically to be
n! /nel ’ 4 (#pl " 0), n! /nel ’ 5 (#pl " 1). Similar, but some-
what lower values (n! /nel " 1:5, 3.5, respectively) are obtained
for !"e " 10.We thus find that, indeed, pairs do not outnumber the
baryon-related electrons by a large factor, due to pair annihilation.
The pair annihilation phenomenon causes the small peak observed
at !mec

2 /(1# z) " 25 MeV (see Pe’er & Waxman [2004], for

Fig. 4.—Time-averaged spectra obtained for low values of the optical depth,
!"e " 1. Results are shown for L52 " 10&2, with all other parameters as in Fig. 3.
Results for slow dissipation are shown by thin lines, and dissipation by shock
waves with power-law index p " 2 are shown by thick lines. Solid lines are for
highmagnetic field, #B " 10&0:5, and dash-dotted lines are for #B " 10&6: #pl " 1
(thick solid line) and #pl " 0 (thick dash-dotted line). [See the electronic edition of
the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 5.—Time-averaged spectra obtained for intermediate value of the optical
depth, !"e " 10. Results are shown for L52 " 10&1, with all other parameters as
in Fig. 3. Results for slow dissipation are shown by thin lines, and dissipation by
shock waves with power-law index p " 2 are shown by thick lines. Thick solid
line: High magnetic field, #B " 10&0:5 and #pl " 0. Thick dash-dotted line: #B "
10&4 and #pl " 1. Thin dash-dotted line: Slow heating, #B " 10&6. [See the elec-
tronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 3.—Time-averaged spectra obtained for low values of the optical depth,
!"e " 0:1; & " 1, L52 " 10&3, ! " 100, #d " 0:1, and #e " 10&0:5 are assumed.
Results for slow dissipation are shown by thin lines, and dissipation by shock
waves with power-law index p " 2 are shown by thick lines. Solid lines are for
highmagnetic field, #B " 10&0:5, and dash-dotted lines are for #B " 10&6: #pl " 0
(thick solid line) and #pl " 1 (thick dash-dotted line); z " 1with cosmological pa-
rameters as in Fig. 1. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version
of this figure.]

Fig. 6.—Time-averaged spectra obtained for high values of the optical depth,
!"e " 100 and 1000. Results are shown for L52 " 1 (solid lines), L52 " 10
(dashed lines), with all other parameters as in Fig. 3. Results for slow dissipation
are shown by thin lines, and dissipation by shock waves with power-law index
p " 2 are shown by thick lines. Thick solid line: Highmagnetic field, #B " 10&0:5

and #pl " 1. Thick dashed line: #B " 10&6 and #pl " 0:1. Thin solid line: Slow
heating, #B " 10&0:5. Thin dashed line: Slow heating, #B " 10&6. [See the elec-
tronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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synchrotron component. The thick gray continuous line is the sum of the components (the upper one is with and the lower one without the RS contributions).
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Figure 2. Different model, also without pair formation, and parameters Lt = 1053 erg s"1, t = 20 s, !r = 0.5, !k = 0.5, n = 30 cm"3, " = 400, #B,pr = 1, #B,FS =
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(FS), the gray, dashed line is the forward shock external inverse Compton, the black dash-dotted line is the FS-SSC component, and the gray dash-dotted line is the
RS synchrotron component. The thick gray continuous line is the sum of the components (the upper one is with and the lower one is without the RS contributions).

the observed cases this ratio, when reported, is at most #1.5.
The optical flux predictions are mR # 8.3 and mR # 10.5 in
the presence or absence of the RS. Again, this is not the sole
combination of parameters that produces an approximate single
Band function extending to GeV energies.

In the above models where pair formation is not expected,
the qualitative effects of increasing the terminal Lorentz factor
" consist in a strengthening of the RS-EIC component. Even

though at low " we expect a lower cutoff for the prompt emission
and a more prominent inverse Compton component, this is not
the case. Below " $ 300 the main high-energy component is
the sum of the FS-SSC, the FS-EIC, and the prompt SSC at
#10 GeV, which form a distinct peak. Increasing the density
n makes the RS-EIC component more detectable from n $
10 cm3 up to n $ 500 cm3. Outside these parameters, the
FS-SSC and the FS-EIC are the same magnitude or dominating
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the observed cases this ratio, when reported, is at most #1.5.
The optical flux predictions are mR # 8.3 and mR # 10.5 in
the presence or absence of the RS. Again, this is not the sole
combination of parameters that produces an approximate single
Band function extending to GeV energies.

In the above models where pair formation is not expected,
the qualitative effects of increasing the terminal Lorentz factor
" consist in a strengthening of the RS-EIC component. Even

though at low " we expect a lower cutoff for the prompt emission
and a more prominent inverse Compton component, this is not
the case. Below " $ 300 the main high-energy component is
the sum of the FS-SSC, the FS-EIC, and the prompt SSC at
#10 GeV, which form a distinct peak. Increasing the density
n makes the RS-EIC component more detectable from n $
10 cm3 up to n $ 500 cm3. Outside these parameters, the
FS-SSC and the FS-EIC are the same magnitude or dominating
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Figure 5. Radiation spectrum emitted by the magnetized, collisionally heated
jet. The jet parameters are the same as in Figure 2, except for magnetization.
The solid, short-dashed, long-dashed, dotted, dot-dashed, and triple-dot-dashed
curves correspond to magnetizations !B = 0, 10!3, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, and
2, respectively. The straight dotted line shows a power-law spectrum with
" = !1.2. The spectrum LE is multiplied by photon energy E to make the
differences between the models more visible in the figure.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

"15 keV in the jet frame, nonthermal Comptonization by the
e± cascade, and synchrotron emission (which extends to tens of
MeV when !B is large).

Thermal Comptonization dominates at E ! 1 MeV, near the
spectral peak. The magnetized jets have approximately the same
electron temperature Te as non-magnetized jets, and their optical
depth #T is smaller. As a result, the Kompaneets’ parameter
y = 4#TkTe/mec

2 is reduced with increasing !B. This leads to
a steeper slope of the thermally Comptonized spectrum above
the peak. Similar to the non-magnetized model, the thermally
Comptonized power law declines at E ! 2$kTe " 20 MeV. In
models with high !B, synchrotron emission makes a comparable
or even dominant contribution at these energies. In the model
with !B = 2, synchrotron emission contributes significantly to
the spectrum up to 50 MeV.

The luminosity above 100 MeV is produced only by inverse
Compton scattering by the nonthermal particles. This luminosity
is inevitably reduced with increasing !B, as part of the energy
of injected pairs is lost to synchrotron emission at lower
energies. The nonthermal inverse Compton component becomes
weaker and harder with increasing !B, and its slope approaches
L$ (E) # E!1/2. This slope is the signature of inverse-Compton
emission with a suppressed pair cascade.

Overall, the suppression of the pair cascade by synchrotron
cooling destroys the simple power-law shape of the high-energy
spectrum. Instead, a distinct hard component (nonthermal in-
verse Compton) appears above 50–100 MeV.

5.2.2. Low-energy Emission

The low-energy end of the predicted spectrum is dominated
by synchrotron emission, even when !B is small (Figure 5).
The spectrum at energies E < 1–10 keV is affected by self-
absorption. It can be derived analytically as follows.

In the rest frame of the plasma, the angle-averaged syn-
chrotron emissivity and the absorption coefficient are given by
(see, e.g., Ghisellini & Svensson 1991)

js(%) =
!

js(%, p)ne(p)dp, (12)

&s(%) = ! 1
2me%2

!
js(%, p) $p

d

dp

"
ne(p)
p2

#
dp. (13)

Here all quantities are measured in the plasma rest frame;
ne(p) = n+(p) + n!(p) is the distribution function of e± pairs,
and js(%, p) is the angle-averaged synchrotron emissivity per
electron. For analytical estimates we will use the delta-function
approximation for the emissivity

4' js(%, p) = 4
3

c (TUB p2 )
$
% ! $ 2%B

%
, (14)

where %B = eB/2'mec is the Larmor frequency. The syn-
chrotron emission is produced by relativistic e± particles with
$ $ p. Then Equations (12)–(14) give

js(%) = "f

9
h%B p ne(p), (15)

js(%)
&s(%)

= 2
2 + )

me%
2
B p5, (16)

where "f = e2/h̄c = 1/137, ) = !d ln ne(p)/d ln p is the
local slope of the e± distribution function, and

p $ $ =
&

%

%B

'1/2

. (17)

The distribution function ne(p) in Equation (15) can be
determined by assuming a quasi-steady flow of e± particles
in the momentum space and writing

ṗ ne(p) = ṅ
inj
± M(p), (18)

where ṅ
inj
± is the rate of particle injection at the highest

energy $0 $ 300 (Equation 3) and M(p) is the multiplicity
of secondary e± pairs created with momenta above p. The
synchrotron energy losses for particles emitting in the optically
thin regime are given by

$̇ mec
2 !B

!rad + !B
= 4

3
c(TUBp2. (19)

Using Equations (18) and (19) (with p $ $ ) the synchrotron
emissivity (15) becomes

js(%) = mec
2 ṅ

inj
± !BM($ )

8'%B(!rad + !B)$
. (20)

Let us now evaluate the range of Lorentz factors $ > $s for
particles that emit synchrotron radiation in the optically thin
regime, as a function of radius r. The synchrotron photosphere
can be found from the approximate condition

r&s(%)
$

= 1. (21)

Using Equations (16) and (20), together with the relations (3)
and (11), we find from Equation (21)

$ 6
s " 3(2 + ))!B

27' (!rad + !B)
c3

%3
B

n
$
$n

#n M($s). (22)
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Figure 1. Model spectrum for parameters listed at the top as thick red curve compared with observations of GRB 090902B, for which the gray shaded area represents
the 1! confidence region of the best-fit, unfolded spectrum for the joint Fermi GBM and LAT data. The best-fit Band component is shown separately as the solid
black curve. Individual contributions of synchrotron and inverse Compton from secondary electron–positron pairs as well as muon synchrotron are denoted by thin
blue curves as labeled, not including the effects of " " absorption or synchrotron self-absorption.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

emission down to the optical band, as the spectrum turns over
at !100 eV due to synchrotron self-absorption. Moreover, the
narrow energy distribution of the Band component and the cor-
responding " " opacity precludes the injection of electrons/
positrons with energies low enough to radiate in the optical (see
thin blue curve in Figure 1 where self-absorption is neglected).
We also mention that the high-energy cutoff due to " " absorp-
tion expected at "10 GeV is a diagnostic feature to be tested in
future observations of similar bursts.

3.2. GRB 080319B

GRB 080319 at z = 0.937 was also an energetic long
GRB with isotropic gamma-ray energy Eiso = 1.3 ! 1054 erg.
Most remarkably, it was accompanied by an extremely bright,
prompt optical burst reaching 5.3 apparent magnitude, earning
the moniker “naked-eye GRB.” Unlike most previous prompt
optical detections that could be reasonably interpreted as emis-
sion from an external reverse or forward shock (Fox & Meszaros
2006; Roming et al. 2006; Yost et al. 2007), the unprecedent-
edly well-sampled light curve of this burst revealed several peaks
over the first "50 s that were correlated with the variability in
MeV gamma rays (Racusin et al. 2008; Stamatikos et al. 2009;
Beskin et al. 2010), before switching over to a behavior more
typical of afterglows. Furthermore, the early optical fluxes lie
far above low-energy extrapolations of the concurrent, time-
resolved Band spectra, clearly pointing to a distinct spectral
component associated with the prompt phase (Racusin et al.
2008). Among different possibilities, an interpretation attribut-
ing the optical and MeV emission respectively to the synchrotron
and synchrotron self Compton (SSC) processes have often been
invoked (e.g., Racusin et al. 2008).

For comparison with our hadronic cascade model, we focus
on the time interval between T0 + 12 s and T0 + 22 s, where T0 is
the Swift/BAT trigger time, during which the Band component
reaches a maximum luminosity of 1.0 ! 1053 erg s#1. The

Band parameters we adopt are # = #0.45, $ = #3.5, and
Epeak = 748 keV, noting that $ is only constrained by the
data to be $ < #3.412. Figure 2 illustrates our results for
the parameters R = 1016 cm, " = 1000, Up/U" = 45, and
UB/U" = 3.

Synchrotron emission from the pair cascade softens the
spectrum below "100 keV so that the low-energy slope of the
Band component becomes concordant with the observed value
of # = #0.816. The cascade emission continues down into
the optical band with some curvature and accounts well for the
observed optical intensity as long as synchrotron self-absorption
does not set in, which necessitates " > 1000 and R > 1016 cm.
Such large values for " and R imply a relatively low comoving
photon density and thus low photopion production efficiency,
which scales as $ R#1"#2. This in turn calls for a proton
luminosity Lp " 1055 erg s#1, strongly dominating that in the
Band component. Note that a substantially larger energy budget
than in MeV gamma rays alone is also unavoidable in the SSC
model for GRB 080319B due to luminous, the second-order IC
emission in the GeV band (Racusin et al. 2008).

Occurring before the launch of Fermi, the GeV properties of
GRB 080319B remains largely unknown. Upper limits at the
level of "10#5 erg cm#2 s#1 above 10 GeV were obtained
by MILAGRO (Aune 2010). This does not contradict the
high-energy component expected in our model, consisting of
synchrotron emission from secondary pairs with luminosity
"0.1L" and photon index "#2, extending up to a cutoff "100
GeV due to internal " " absorption (Figure 2). The spectral shape
is conspicuously different from the sharply peaked one expected
from the second-order IC emission in the SSC interpretation
(Racusin et al. 2008), providing an important distinguishing
feature for UHECR-induced emission components. The overall
similarity of our model spectrum for GRB 080913B with that
of GRB 090902B also encourages us to search for optical
signatures in future Fermi GRBs.
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Figure 2. Model spectrum for parameters listed at the top as thick red curve compared with observations of GRB 080319B, for which the gray shaded area represents
the spectrum measured between T0 + 12 s and T0 + 22s by Swift/BAT and Konus–Wind. The contemporaneous optical flux observed by “Pi of the Sky” is the black
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(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Emission from pair cascades initiated by photopion produc-
tion of ultra-high-energy protons in GRB outflows can yield
spectra with roughly equal power over a broad energy range.
While GeV–TeV signatures due to hadronic processes have been
discussed previously by many authors (e.g., Dermer 2010), the
relevance of associated X-ray or optical features had not re-
ceived much attention. Here we showed that synchrotron emis-
sion from hadronic cascades can reproduce the excess X-ray and
GeV components in GRB 090902B, as well as the bright optical
emission in GRB 080319B. Unlike the case of GRB 090510,
the necessary proton luminosity for GRB 090902B is only com-
parable to the observed photon luminosity. On the other hand,
GRB 080319B calls for an isotropic-equivalent proton luminos-
ity Lp ! 1055 erg s"1, which may appear extreme but is in fact
consistent with the energetics requirements for GRBs to be the
origin of UHECRs (Asano et al. 2009b).

The detailed time variability properties of the low-energy
excess components are not yet known observationally, except
for the well-documented optical light curve of GRB 080319B
(Racusin et al. 2008; Stamatikos et al. 2009; Beskin et al. 2010;
see also Vestrand et al. 2004; Blake et al. 2004). Although
an in-depth discussion is beyond the scope of this paper, we
may expect the variability of hadronic cascade emission to
be influenced by the timescale of photopion production and
thus qualitatively different from purely leptonic processes.
There should also be a close connection between the excess
components at low and high energies. The X-ray excess may be
better characterized in the near future by the Joint Astrophysics
Nascent Universe Satellite (JANUS), which will conduct prompt
GRB observations including the 1–20 keV band. The continuing
development of wide field and/or rapidly slewing telescopes
(Mundell et al. 2010) should bring forth a clearer picture in

the optical band for more bursts. The broadband variability
of hadronic emission components will be discussed at greater
length in subsequent work.

In order to explain the complex behavior of the afterglow of
GRB 080319B, a two-component jet model was discussed in
Racusin et al. (2008), with a narrower and faster jet dominating
the early phase of the afterglow, and a wider and slower jet
describing the later phase. Such composite models would loosen
the constraints that we obtained here for our one-zone model.
If the wider jet is the main site of proton acceleration, and if it
is dense enough to cause p–p collisions in the prompt phase,
there may be other parameter sets that can reproduce the optical
emission. Furthermore, the jet collimation-corrected energy in
protons can be diminished in such a composite model.

One of the problems for the internal shock synchrotron
model of the prompt emission is the difficulty in accounting
for the observed low-energy spectra of the Band component,
which are generally much harder than naive expectations with
" = "1.5, including the GRBs dealt with in this paper. Many
authors have proposed modifications to the model (e.g., Asano
& Terasawa 2009, and references therein) or alternatives such as
those based on photospheric emission (e.g., Mészáros & Rees
2000). Although here we have tacitly assumed the presence of
the Band component as is observed, in the future we intend
to model all spectral components self-consistently within the
context of physical processes that can reconcile the low-energy
index observations, in order to achieve a more comprehensive
understanding of emission mechanisms together with UHECR
production in GRBs.

This study is partially supported by Grants-in-Aid for Scien-
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Figure 2. Faster flow B sweeps slower flow A and compresses it into a
shocked shell C. Neutrons from flow A are not swept and instead penetrate
flow B. As a result a compound flow is formed: flow B contains a slower
neutron component with !n = !A. The penetration depth of neutrons is
! r/!2

A
in the lab frame; it is (!C/!A)2 larger than the thickness of

shocked region C.

become collisionally decoupled, they are not swept into region C
anymore. Instead, they penetrate region B with the relative Lorentz
factor !rel = 1

2
(!B/!A + !A/!B) ! !B/2!A . The penetra-

tion/mixing length is " (!C/!A)2 larger than the thickness of the
shocked region C.

Some of the penetrating neutrons collide with their new host
flow. Each collision dissipates the relative kinetic energy (!rel #
1)mpc

2. The number of collisions per baryon of flow B during
the jet expansion timescale equals the collisional ‘optical depth’ of
the slow neutrons !n = nn"r/!n, where " is the nuclear cross
section. At the beginning of neutron penetration !n " 1 and a large
heat is generated by collisions. The collisions decelerate flow B
from !B to a new !, which is found from energy conservation in
the static lab frame, !n!2/2!A ! !B.4 This gives ! that is lower
than the original !B by the factor (!n!B/2!A)!1/2 as long as
!n > !!1

rel .
In summary, GRB jets are expected to contain a significant

neutron component (unless they are essentially baryon-free and
completely dominated by Poynting flux). At the radius Rn where
!n " 1, collisions between neutrons and protons become rare and
compound flows with ! > !n inevitably develop. The schematic
picture in Figure 3 indicates the main characteristic radii of the jet.
The rare nuclear collisions in the region !n < 1 dissipate huge
energy, comparable to the total energy of the jet. The dissipation
efficiency of collisions is (!rel # 1)!n. It may exceed 100 per cent
as the collisionally decelerated jet tends to regain its initial Lorentz
factor via adiabatic cooling and re-dissipate its energy. Below we
explore how collisional dissipation affects the jet radiation.

4 RADIATIVE MECHANISM

Hereafter we consider a simplified jet model: a neutron component
with a single bulk Lorentz factor !n is embedded in a fast proton
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Figure 3. Schematic picture of a baryonic jet. The jet starts to accelerate at
radius r0. Compound flow with !n < ! forms at radius Rn (eq. 6) and
strong collisional heating begins at this radius. The jet becomes transparent
to radiation at the photosphere R! ! 20Rn (eq. 26); its position is regu-
lated by e± creation in the heated region. The figure also shows the mean
radius of neutron decay, R" = 3 " 1015(!n/100) cm, and radius Rdec

where the jet starts to decelerate because of the interaction with an external
medium. The photospheric emission is released at R! , and its spectrum is
strongly modified by sub-photospheric collisional heating. Collisional heat-
ing continues at r > R!, although with a smaller rate.

component with constant Lorentz factor ! $ !n. The proper den-
sities of the neutron and proton components will be denoted by nn
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2 is the isotropic equivalent of the ki-
netic luminosity of the neutron flow, and " " 3&10!26 cm2 is the
effective cross section for nuclear collisions. The rate of collisions
per unit volume (a Lorentz-invariant quantity) is given by

ṅ = nnn!rel"c. (7)

Here !rel = 1
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(!/!n + !n/!) ! !/2!n is the relative Lorentz

factor of the neutron and proton components of the jet.
Collisions between neutrons and protons occur with signifi-

cant !rel and hence have a large inelastic fraction finel >" 1/2
(Amsler et al. 2008). The energy finel!relmpc2 converts to mildly
relativistic pions. The data on #± multiplicity in p-p collisions are
found in e.g. Breakstone et al. (1984) and refs. therein; a similar
multiplicity is expected for n-p collisions. The total #± and #0

multiplicity is larger by the factor of 3/2; it is typically 5-6 for GRB
jets.

The pions immediately decay: #± ' µ± + $µ ' e± + $e
and #0 ' %+%. The produced neutrinos escape with observed en-
ergies" 0.1! GeV and carry away a fraction f# " 1/2 of the pion
energy.5 This multi-GeV neutrino emission is an important predic-
tion of the baryonic jet model (Derishev et al. 1999a; Bahcall &
Mészáros 2000; Mészáros & Rees 2000), which may be verified

5 On average, neutrinos take ! 3/4 of !± energy. The average fraction
of !± and !0 energy that is given to neutrinos may be estimated as f# !

(2/3)(3/4) = 1/2.
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factor !rel = 1
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(!B/!A + !A/!B) ! !B/2!A . The penetra-

tion/mixing length is " (!C/!A)2 larger than the thickness of the
shocked region C.

Some of the penetrating neutrons collide with their new host
flow. Each collision dissipates the relative kinetic energy (!rel #
1)mpc

2. The number of collisions per baryon of flow B during
the jet expansion timescale equals the collisional ‘optical depth’ of
the slow neutrons !n = nn"r/!n, where " is the nuclear cross
section. At the beginning of neutron penetration !n " 1 and a large
heat is generated by collisions. The collisions decelerate flow B
from !B to a new !, which is found from energy conservation in
the static lab frame, !n!2/2!A ! !B.4 This gives ! that is lower
than the original !B by the factor (!n!B/2!A)!1/2 as long as
!n > !!1

rel .
In summary, GRB jets are expected to contain a significant

neutron component (unless they are essentially baryon-free and
completely dominated by Poynting flux). At the radius Rn where
!n " 1, collisions between neutrons and protons become rare and
compound flows with ! > !n inevitably develop. The schematic
picture in Figure 3 indicates the main characteristic radii of the jet.
The rare nuclear collisions in the region !n < 1 dissipate huge
energy, comparable to the total energy of the jet. The dissipation
efficiency of collisions is (!rel # 1)!n. It may exceed 100 per cent
as the collisionally decelerated jet tends to regain its initial Lorentz
factor via adiabatic cooling and re-dissipate its energy. Below we
explore how collisional dissipation affects the jet radiation.
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lated by e± creation in the heated region. The figure also shows the mean
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where the jet starts to decelerate because of the interaction with an external
medium. The photospheric emission is released at R! , and its spectrum is
strongly modified by sub-photospheric collisional heating. Collisional heat-
ing continues at r > R!, although with a smaller rate.
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(Amsler et al. 2008). The energy finel!relmpc2 converts to mildly
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found in e.g. Breakstone et al. (1984) and refs. therein; a similar
multiplicity is expected for n-p collisions. The total #± and #0
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The pions immediately decay: #± ' µ± + $µ ' e± + $e
and #0 ' %+%. The produced neutrinos escape with observed en-
ergies" 0.1! GeV and carry away a fraction f# " 1/2 of the pion
energy.5 This multi-GeV neutrino emission is an important predic-
tion of the baryonic jet model (Derishev et al. 1999a; Bahcall &
Mészáros 2000; Mészáros & Rees 2000), which may be verified

5 On average, neutrinos take ! 3/4 of !± energy. The average fraction
of !± and !0 energy that is given to neutrinos may be estimated as f# !
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2. The number of collisions per baryon of flow B during
the jet expansion timescale equals the collisional ‘optical depth’ of
the slow neutrons !n = nn"r/!n, where " is the nuclear cross
section. At the beginning of neutron penetration !n " 1 and a large
heat is generated by collisions. The collisions decelerate flow B
from !B to a new !, which is found from energy conservation in
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than the original !B by the factor (!n!B/2!A)!1/2 as long as
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neutron component (unless they are essentially baryon-free and
completely dominated by Poynting flux). At the radius Rn where
!n " 1, collisions between neutrons and protons become rare and
compound flows with ! > !n inevitably develop. The schematic
picture in Figure 3 indicates the main characteristic radii of the jet.
The rare nuclear collisions in the region !n < 1 dissipate huge
energy, comparable to the total energy of the jet. The dissipation
efficiency of collisions is (!rel # 1)!n. It may exceed 100 per cent
as the collisionally decelerated jet tends to regain its initial Lorentz
factor via adiabatic cooling and re-dissipate its energy. Below we
explore how collisional dissipation affects the jet radiation.
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Hereafter we consider a simplified jet model: a neutron component
with a single bulk Lorentz factor !n is embedded in a fast proton
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radius r0. Compound flow with !n < ! forms at radius Rn (eq. 6) and
strong collisional heating begins at this radius. The jet becomes transparent
to radiation at the photosphere R! ! 20Rn (eq. 26); its position is regu-
lated by e± creation in the heated region. The figure also shows the mean
radius of neutron decay, R" = 3 " 1015(!n/100) cm, and radius Rdec

where the jet starts to decelerate because of the interaction with an external
medium. The photospheric emission is released at R! , and its spectrum is
strongly modified by sub-photospheric collisional heating. Collisional heat-
ing continues at r > R!, although with a smaller rate.
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cant !rel and hence have a large inelastic fraction finel >" 1/2
(Amsler et al. 2008). The energy finel!relmpc2 converts to mildly
relativistic pions. The data on #± multiplicity in p-p collisions are
found in e.g. Breakstone et al. (1984) and refs. therein; a similar
multiplicity is expected for n-p collisions. The total #± and #0

multiplicity is larger by the factor of 3/2; it is typically 5-6 for GRB
jets.

The pions immediately decay: #± ' µ± + $µ ' e± + $e
and #0 ' %+%. The produced neutrinos escape with observed en-
ergies" 0.1! GeV and carry away a fraction f# " 1/2 of the pion
energy.5 This multi-GeV neutrino emission is an important predic-
tion of the baryonic jet model (Derishev et al. 1999a; Bahcall &
Mészáros 2000; Mészáros & Rees 2000), which may be verified

5 On average, neutrinos take ! 3/4 of !± energy. The average fraction
of !± and !0 energy that is given to neutrinos may be estimated as f# !
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Figure 5. Radiation spectrum emitted by the magnetized, collisionally heated
jet. The jet parameters are the same as in Figure 2, except for magnetization.
The solid, short-dashed, long-dashed, dotted, dot-dashed, and triple-dot-dashed
curves correspond to magnetizations !B = 0, 10!3, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, and
2, respectively. The straight dotted line shows a power-law spectrum with
" = !1.2. The spectrum LE is multiplied by photon energy E to make the
differences between the models more visible in the figure.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

"15 keV in the jet frame, nonthermal Comptonization by the
e± cascade, and synchrotron emission (which extends to tens of
MeV when !B is large).

Thermal Comptonization dominates at E ! 1 MeV, near the
spectral peak. The magnetized jets have approximately the same
electron temperature Te as non-magnetized jets, and their optical
depth #T is smaller. As a result, the Kompaneets’ parameter
y = 4#TkTe/mec

2 is reduced with increasing !B. This leads to
a steeper slope of the thermally Comptonized spectrum above
the peak. Similar to the non-magnetized model, the thermally
Comptonized power law declines at E ! 2$kTe " 20 MeV. In
models with high !B, synchrotron emission makes a comparable
or even dominant contribution at these energies. In the model
with !B = 2, synchrotron emission contributes significantly to
the spectrum up to 50 MeV.

The luminosity above 100 MeV is produced only by inverse
Compton scattering by the nonthermal particles. This luminosity
is inevitably reduced with increasing !B, as part of the energy
of injected pairs is lost to synchrotron emission at lower
energies. The nonthermal inverse Compton component becomes
weaker and harder with increasing !B, and its slope approaches
L$ (E) # E!1/2. This slope is the signature of inverse-Compton
emission with a suppressed pair cascade.

Overall, the suppression of the pair cascade by synchrotron
cooling destroys the simple power-law shape of the high-energy
spectrum. Instead, a distinct hard component (nonthermal in-
verse Compton) appears above 50–100 MeV.

5.2.2. Low-energy Emission

The low-energy end of the predicted spectrum is dominated
by synchrotron emission, even when !B is small (Figure 5).
The spectrum at energies E < 1–10 keV is affected by self-
absorption. It can be derived analytically as follows.

In the rest frame of the plasma, the angle-averaged syn-
chrotron emissivity and the absorption coefficient are given by
(see, e.g., Ghisellini & Svensson 1991)

js(%) =
!

js(%, p)ne(p)dp, (12)

&s(%) = ! 1
2me%2

!
js(%, p) $p

d

dp

"
ne(p)
p2

#
dp. (13)

Here all quantities are measured in the plasma rest frame;
ne(p) = n+(p) + n!(p) is the distribution function of e± pairs,
and js(%, p) is the angle-averaged synchrotron emissivity per
electron. For analytical estimates we will use the delta-function
approximation for the emissivity

4' js(%, p) = 4
3

c (TUB p2 )
$
% ! $ 2%B

%
, (14)

where %B = eB/2'mec is the Larmor frequency. The syn-
chrotron emission is produced by relativistic e± particles with
$ $ p. Then Equations (12)–(14) give

js(%) = "f

9
h%B p ne(p), (15)

js(%)
&s(%)

= 2
2 + )

me%
2
B p5, (16)

where "f = e2/h̄c = 1/137, ) = !d ln ne(p)/d ln p is the
local slope of the e± distribution function, and

p $ $ =
&

%

%B

'1/2

. (17)

The distribution function ne(p) in Equation (15) can be
determined by assuming a quasi-steady flow of e± particles
in the momentum space and writing

ṗ ne(p) = ṅ
inj
± M(p), (18)

where ṅ
inj
± is the rate of particle injection at the highest

energy $0 $ 300 (Equation 3) and M(p) is the multiplicity
of secondary e± pairs created with momenta above p. The
synchrotron energy losses for particles emitting in the optically
thin regime are given by

$̇ mec
2 !B

!rad + !B
= 4

3
c(TUBp2. (19)

Using Equations (18) and (19) (with p $ $ ) the synchrotron
emissivity (15) becomes

js(%) = mec
2 ṅ

inj
± !BM($ )

8'%B(!rad + !B)$
. (20)

Let us now evaluate the range of Lorentz factors $ > $s for
particles that emit synchrotron radiation in the optically thin
regime, as a function of radius r. The synchrotron photosphere
can be found from the approximate condition

r&s(%)
$

= 1. (21)

Using Equations (16) and (20), together with the relations (3)
and (11), we find from Equation (21)

$ 6
s " 3(2 + ))!B

27' (!rad + !B)
c3

%3
B

n
$
$n

#n M($s). (22)
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With DeepCore+IceCube	

Murase, KK, Meszaros. 2013, Bartos et al. 2013	

ü  Including DeepCore is essential @ 10-100 GeV.	

	


ü  To reduce atmospheric ν background, 	

            select only bright GRBs  w. 10-6 erg cm-2 .	
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Summary	

•  The era of high-energy neutrino astronomy 	

•  No detection from GRBs so far, but	

•  ~10yr obs. can give relevant constraints on 	


1.  the GRB-UHECR hypothesis from ~ PeV ν,	

2.  the dissipative photospheres from ~ TeV ν,    	


3.  the neutrons in GRB jets from ~100 GeV ν.	
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Figure 2. The Atmospheric- 
Neutrino Source
Collisions between cosmic rays and 
nuclei in the upper atmosphere can 
create high-energy pions (p). In the 
collision shown on the right, a p1, p 0,
and other heavy particles (the hadronic
shower) are created. The p 0 decays
and produces gamma rays and leptons
the electromagnetic shower) but no

neutrinos. The p1 produces two muon
neutrinos (blue) and an electron 
neutrino (red). The collision shown on
he left produces a p2, leading to the

production of two muon neutrinos and
an electron antineutrino. 

(The neutrino interaction cross sections, and hence the neutrino detection probability,
increases dramatically with energy.) Depending on the energy of the incident cosmic
ray and how its energy is shared among the fragments of the initial reaction, neutrino
energies can range from hundreds of millions of electron volts to about 
100 giga-electron-volts (GeV). (In comparison, the highest-energy solar neutrino
comes from the 8B reaction, with a maximum energy of about 15 MeV.) 

Muon neutrinos produce muons in the detector, and electron neutrinos produce
electrons, so that the detector signals can be analyzed to distinguish muon events
from electron events. Because the sensitivity of the detectors to electrons and muons
varies over the observed energy range, the experiments depend on a Monte Carlo
simulation to determine the relative detection efficiencies. Experimental results, 
therefore, are reported as a “ratio of ratios”—the ratio of observed muon neutrino to
electron neutrino events divided by the ratio of muon neutrino to electron neutrino
events as derived from a simulation:

R = 

If the measured results agree with the theoretical predictions, R = 1.
A recent summary of the experimental data is given by Gaisser and Goodman

(1994) and shown in Table II. For most of the experiments, R is significantly less
than 1: the mean value is about 0.65. (In the table, the Kamiokande and IMB III 
experiments identify muons in two ways. The first involves identification of the
Cerenkov ring, which is significantly different for electrons and muons. The second
involves searching for the energetic electron that is the signature for muons that have
stopped in the water detector and decayed. A consistent value of R is obtained using
either method.) Despite lingering questions concerning the simulations and some 
systematic effects, the experimenters and many other physicists believe that the 
observed values for R are suppressed by about 35 percent.

The Kamiokande group has also reported what is known as a zenith-angle depen-
dence to the apparent atmospheric-neutrino deficit. Restricting the data to neutrinos
that come from directly over the detector (a zenith angle of 0 degrees and a distance of
about 30 kilometers) yields R < 1.3 (that is, more muon to electron neutrino events are
observed than predicted by theory). Neutrinos that are born closer to the horizon (a
zenith angle of 90 degrees) and have to travel a greater distance to reach the detector
result in R < 0.5. Finally, neutrinos that have to travel through the earth to reach the
detector (roughly 12,000 kilometers) result in an even lower value for R. The apparent

(nm/ne) observed
}}
(nm/ne) simulation

Table II. Results from the Atmospheric Neutrino Experiments

Experiment Exposure R
(kiloton-year)

IMB I 3.8 0.68 6 0.08
Kamiokande Ring 7.7 0.60 6 0.06
Kamiokande Decay – 0.69 6 0.06
IMB III Ring 7.7 0.54 6 0.05
IMB III Decay – 0.64 6 0.07
Frejus Contained 2.0 0.87 6 0.13
Soudan 1.0 0.64 6 0.19
NUSEX 0.5 0.99 6 0.29

.

The result of the Kamiokande experiment will be tested in the near future by
super-Kamiokande, which will have significantly better statistical precision. Also,
the neutrino oscillation hypothesis and the MSW solution will be tested by the
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) experiment, which will measure both
charged- and neutral-current solar-neutrino interactions.

Evidence from Atmospheric Neutrinos. Upon reaching the earth, high-energy
cosmic rays collide violently with nuclei present in the rarefied gas of the earth’s
upper atmosphere. As a result, a large number of pions—p2, p0, and p1—are
produced (see Figure 2). These particles eventually decay into either electrons or
positrons and various types of neutrinos and antineutrinos. (A large number of
kaons are also produced by cosmic rays in the upper atmosphere, and these 
particles also eventually decay into various leptons.)  As seen in Figure 2, the
decay of either positive or negative pions results in the eventual production of 
two muon neutrinos (nm and nwm) but only one electron neutrino (either ne or nwe).
Experimenters, therefore, expect to measure two muon neutrinos for each 
electron neutrino. 

Atmospheric neutrinos are orders of magnitude less abundant than solar 
neutrinos, but can be readily detected because they have very high energies. 

IceCube 14	Louis+95	
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ABSTRACT

The recent gamma-ray burst GRB 130427A has an isotropic electromagnetic energy E

iso
⇠ 1054

erg, suggesting an ample supply of target photons for photo-hadronic interactions, which at its low
redshift of z ⇠ 0.34 would appear to make it a promising candidate for neutrino detection. However,
the IceCube collaboration has reported a null result based on a search during the prompt emission
phase. We show that this neutrino non-detection can provide valuable information about this GRB’s
key physical parameters such as the emission radius Rd, the bulk Lorentz factor � and the energy
fraction converted into cosmic rays ✏p. The results are discussed both in a model-independent way
and in the specific scenarios of an internal shock model (IS), a baryonic photospheric model (BPH)
and magnetic photospheric model (MPH). We find that the constraints are most stringent for the
magnetic photospheric model considered, but the constraints on the internal shock and the baryonic
photosphere models are fairly modest.

1. INTRODUCTION

Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) have been proposed as a ma-
jor source of high energy cosmic rays, provided that a
substantial fraction of protons are accelerated in the in-
ferred shocks or magnetic reconnection regions. How-
ever, the underlying mechanism of the prompt gamma-
ray emission, the jet structure and the particle accelera-
tion details remain uncertain. Very high energy neutri-
nos, however, would be a natural by-product from high
energy protons interacting with other baryons or with
photons, su↵ering little from absorption e↵ect along the
propagation path and providing valuable clues about the
presence of cosmic rays. It is expected that if a ma-
jor fraction of the GRB energy is converted into ultra-
high energy cosmic rays, a detectable neutrino fluence
should appear in IceCube (Ahlers et al. 2011). How-
ever, the two-year data gathered by the IceCube 40 +
59 string configuration has challenged this scenario by a
null result in the search for correlation with hundreds of
electromagnetically detected GRBs (Abbasi et al. 2012).
Constraints on the conventional internal shock fireball
models have been derived (He et al. 2012) and several al-
ternative models have been discussed (Vurm et al. 2011;
Zhang & Yan 2011; Gao et al. 2012).
Recently a super-luminous burst, GRB 130427A, was de-
tected simultaneously by five di↵erent satellites, with an
isotropic equivalent energy of Eiso

⇠ 1054 ergs in gamma-
rays at a low redshift of z ⇠ 0.34 (Fan et al. 2013). Dis-
appointingly, a neutrino search for this GRB reported by
the IceCube collaboration yielded a null result 1. Here we
show that this null detection is not surprising, and show
that it provides interesting information about the prop-
erties of this GRB, some of which are otherwise di�cult
to obtain through conventional electromagnetic channels.
We discuss the constraints on the physical parameters of

Email(SG): sxg324@psu.edu
Email(KK): kzk15@psu.edu
Email(PM): pmeszaros@astro.psu.edu
1 http://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn3/14520.gcn3

Fig. 1.— (See e-print for colored version) Density plot of the
expected number of neutrino events (track+cascade) in IceCube for
GRB 130427A on the 2D parameter space of the dissipation radius
R13 = R

d

/1013 cm and the bulk Lorentz factor � of the jet at this
radius. This calculation uses the semi-analytical method similar to
(Waxman & Bahcall 1997; Zhang & Kumar 2012) but assuming no
specific scenario (e.g. neither an internal shock, nor other model,
see §II for details). The blue color (top-right region) denotes fewer
events while the red (lower regions) denotes more events. The
five dashed lines from top to bottom show contours where one
event is expected, for di↵erent proton to electron energy ratios
✏
p

/✏
e

= 10, 5, 3, 2, 1. The other two energy partition parameters
are taken to be constants, ✏

e

= 0.1 and ✏
B

= 0.01. Based on the
null result in the IceCube neutrino search reported in (Abbasi et al.
2012), the parameter space below each contours is more likely to
be ruled out for the corresponding ✏

p

/✏
e

.

this GRB, both (a) using a model-independent proce-
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Non detection for the brightest burst ever since the full operation	



Low-Luminosity GRBs	

2

GRBs, including GRB 980425, 031203, and 030929, are
also displayed in Figure 2. The X-ray light curves of
XRF 100316D and XRF 060218 are rather similar. Both
have an plateau phase extending to more than 1000 s.
In the case of XRF 100316D, there is an observational
gap between Ttrig + 736 s and Ttrig + 36437 s. The late-
time observational data (after Ttrig+36437 s) is soft and
consistent with a single power law decay with a decay
index ! = 1.31± 0.21. This is similar to the late X-ray
lightcurve of XRF 060218. XRF 060218 also shows a
steep decay phase between the plateau and the late sin-
gle power law decay phase. Although this is not observed
in XRF 100316D, the data before Ttrig + 734 s and after
Ttrig + 36437 s are consistent with having such a steep
decay segment in between.

There are however some di!erences between the two
events. First, the X-ray data of XRF 060218 demand a
soft thermal emission component with an evolving tem-
perature, which has been interpreted as due to shock
breakout from the progenitor star (Campana et al.
2006). For XRF 100316D, we find that the data
do not demand such a component. We noticed that
Starling et al. (2010) claimed a thermal component with
kT ! 0.14 keV and an energy that is ! 3% of the entire
X-ray emission. To check the consistency, we fit the time
dependent BAT+XRT joint spectra by a Cuto! Power-
law model (with absorption from both Milk Way and
the host galaxy, wabs*zwabs*cuto!pl in Xspec 12) and a
Blackbody+Cuto! Power-law model. We find that both
models can give equally acceptable fits to the data. For
example, for the slice 2 (from Ttrig+240 s to Ttrig+734 s),
the former model gives "2/dof = 1305/1085 with Ngal =
7.05 " 1020 cm!2 and NH,host = 4.6 " 1021cm!2, while
the latter gives "2/dof = 1264/1085 with a larger host
galaxy absorption NH,host = 1.3" 1022cm!2 and a ther-
mal temperature that is consistent with Starling et al.
(2010). Note that the peak of the proposed black body
component is near the low end of the XRT energy band
and the neutral hydrogen absorption around the thermal
peak is large. This makes great uncertainty on iden-
tification of such a thermal emission component from
the data. Our spectral analysis cannot robustly identify
this component, although the "2 is slightly improved by
adding it. Therefore, we do not claim a thermal emission
in the observed spectrum and only stick to the Cuto!
power-law model to discuss possible theoretical implica-
tions. The second di!erence between the two events lies
in the supernova data. The modeling of SN 2006aj sug-
gests a kinetic energy ! 2.5 " 1051 erg (Mazzali et al.
2006b), much smaller than that of other SNe associated
with nearby GRBs (see Fig.3). Although the modeling
of SN 2010bh is not available yet, current data imply an
SN event as energetic as SN 1998bw (Chornock et al.
2010)2, which is about one order of magnitude more en-

2 With the simplest assumptions that (1) the opacity of the
SN outflow is from Thompson scattering of electrons and is
! 0.2 g!1 cm2 and (2) The density of expanding SN material
takes the form " R!k (k ! 6 # 8, J. S. Deng, private com-
munication, see also Matzner & McKee 1999; Berger et al. 2002;
Chevalier & Fransson 2006), it is straightforward to show that the
mass of the SN material moving faster than Vs is MSN(> Vs) !

8! k!1
k!3

mp

!T
V 2
s t2, where Vs is the photospheric velocity at t, "T is

the Thompson scattering cross section and mp is the rest mass
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Fig. 1.— The joint BAT-XRT spectrum of XRF 100316D with a
Cuto! Power-law model fit (line) for the time-integrated spectrum
from Ttrig + 138 s to Ttrig + 736 s. The model parameters are

" = 1.32± 0.03 and Ep = 19.6+3.3
!2.8 keV.

Fig. 2.— Upper: Unabsorbed luminosity lightcurve in the XRT
band of GRB 100316D in comparison with GRBs 980425, 030329,
031203, and 060128. The BAT data of GRB 100316D are extrap-
olated to the XRT band. Lower: Comparison of the Ep temporal
evolution of GRB0100316D with GRB 060218. The Ep data of
GRB 060218 are taken from Toma et al. (2007)

ergetic than SN 2006aj. So from the observational point
of view, XRF 100316D/SN 2010bh and XRF 060218/SN
2006aj are not strictly “twins”.

of proton. The corresponding kinetic energy is Ek,SN(> Vs) !

4! k!1
k!5

mp

!T
V 4
s t2. For SN 2010bh, Vs ! 0.09c at t ! 21 day, we have

Ek,SN10bh(> 0.09c) ! 1.6$ 1052 [(k # 1)/3(k # 5)] erg.

Zhang+2010	

•  Nearby (ex. 060218@140Mpc )            	

•  Much dimmer	


	

•  More frequent 	

	

•  Quasi-thermal soft spectrum 	

	


•  Associate broad line type Ic SN	

       → Relativistic ejecta	


Eiso
LL ⇠ 1050 erg ⇠ 10�3Eiso

HL

"peak,LL ⇠ 1-10 keV ⇠ 10�2"peak,HL

⇢LL ⇠ 102-3Gpc�3yr�1 & 103⇢HL



Two Competing Scenarios	

Trans-relativistic 	

  shock breakout from 	

    optically-thick wind	

Low-power 	

 relativistic jet	


Toma+2007	

Fan+2010	

Waxman+2010	

Nakar & Sari 2012	

VS	

magnetar not BH?	



Shock Breakouts	

S
N

 sh
o

ck
	

Stellar envelope 	

    or CMS 	

vsh

c/⌧

r

⇢

ü  The shock is initially inside optically-thick media.	

⌧ ⇡ ⇢Tr � 1

ü  The shock downstream is radiation-dominated.	

Radiation-mediated shock	

The downstream photons begin to escape.	


Shock breakout @	

    where	

r = rsb
c/⌧ ⇡ vsh

ü  Shock breakout emission	

ü No longer radiation-mediated	

e.g., Weaver 1976	

Prad & Pgas



Discovery of X-ray outburst	

Most importantly, the inferred rate of X-ray outbursts indicates
that all core-collapse supernovae produce detectable shock break-out
emission. Thus, we predict that future wide-field X-ray surveys will
uncover hundreds of supernovae each year at the time of explosion,
providing the long-awaited temporal and positional triggers for
neutrino and gravitational wave searches.

Discovery of the X-ray outburst

On 2008 January 9 at 13:32:49 UT, we serendipitously discovered an
extremely bright X-ray transient during a scheduled Swift X-ray
Telescope (XRT) observation of the galaxy NGC 2770 (distance
d 5 27 Mpc). Previous XRT observations of the field just two days earlier
revealed no pre-existing source at this location. The transient, hereafter
designated as X-ray outburst (XRO) 080109, lasted about 400 s, and was
coincident with one of the galaxy’s spiral arms (Fig. 1). From observa-
tions described below, we determine that XRO 080109 is indeed located
in NGC 2770, and we thus adopt this association from here on.

The temporal evolution is characterized by a fast rise and expo-
nential decay, often observed for a variety of X-ray flare phenomena
(Fig. 1). We determine the onset of the X-ray emission to be 9z20

{8 s
before the beginning of the observation, implying an outburst start
time (t0) of January 9.5644 UT. The X-ray spectrum is best fitted by a
power law (N(E) / E2C, where N and E are the photon number and
energy, respectively) with a photon index of C 5 2.3 6 0.3, and a
hydrogen column density of NH~6:9z1:8

{1:5|1021 cm{2, in excess of
the absorption within the Milky Way (see Supplementary
Information). The inferred unabsorbed peak flux is FX,p <
6.9 3 10210 erg cm22 s21 (0.3–10 keV). We also measure significant
spectral softening during the outburst.

The XRO was in the field of view of the Swift Burst Alert Telescope
(BAT; 15–150 keV)beginning30 minbefore andcontinuing throughout
the outburst, but no c-ray counterpart was detected. Thus, the outburst
was not a GRB (see also Supplementary Information). Integrating over
the duration of the outburst, we place a limit on the c-ray fluence of
fc= 8 3 1028 erg cm22 (3s), a factor of three times higher than an
extrapolation of the X-ray spectrum to the BAT energy band.

The total energy of the outburst is thus EX < 2 3 1046 erg, at least
three orders of magnitude lower10 than GRBs. The peak luminosity is
LX,p < 6.1 3 1043 erg s21, several orders of magnitude larger than the
Eddington luminosity (the maximum luminosity for a spherically
accreting source) of a solar mass object, outbursts from ultra-luminous
X-ray sources and type I X-ray bursts. In summary, the properties of
XRO 080109 are distinct from those of all known X-ray transients.

The birth of a supernova

Simultaneous observations of the field with the co-aligned
Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope (UVOT) on board Swift showed no
evidence for a contemporaneous counterpart. However, UVOT
observations just 1.4 h after the outburst revealed11 a brightening
ultraviolet/optical counterpart. Subsequent ground-based optical
observations also uncovered11–13 a coincident source.

We promptly obtained optical spectroscopy of the counterpart
with the Gemini North 8-m telescope beginning 1.74 d after the
outburst (Fig. 2). The spectrum is characterized by a smooth con-
tinuum with narrow absorption lines of Na I (wavelengths 5,890
and 5,896 Å) at the redshift of NGC 2770. More importantly, we
note broad absorption features near 5,200 and 5,700 Å and a drop-
off beyond 7,000 Å, strongly suggestive of a young supernova.
Subsequent observations confirmed these spectral characteristics11,14,
and the transient was classified11,15 as type Ibc SN 2008D based on the
lack of hydrogen and weak silicon features.

Thanks to the prompt X-ray discovery, the temporal coverage of
our optical spectra exceeds those of most supernovae, rivalling even
the best-studied GRB-associated supernovae, and SN 1987A (Fig. 2).
We see a clear evolution from a mostly featureless continuum to
broad absorption lines, and finally to strong absorption features with
moderate widths. Moreover, our spectra reveal the emergence of
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Figure 1 | Discovery image and X-ray light curve of XRO 080109/
SN 2008D. a, X-ray (left) and ultraviolet (right) images of the field obtained
on 2008 January 7 UT during Swift observations of the type Ibc supernova
2007uy. No source is detected at the position of SN 2008D to a limit of
=1023 counts s21 in the X-ray band and U> 20.3 mag. b, Repeated
ultraviolet and X-ray observations of the field from January 9 UT during which
we serendipitously discovered XRO 080109 and its ultraviolet counterpart.
The position of XRO 080109 is right ascension a 5 09 h 09 min 30.70 s,
declination d 5 33u 089 19.10 (J2000) (63.50), about 9 kpc from the centre of
NGC 2770. c, X-ray light curve of XRO 080109 in the 0.3–10 keV band. The
data were accumulated in the photon counting mode and were processed using
version 2.8 of the Swift software package, including the most recent calibration
and exposure maps. The high count rate resulted in photon pile-up, which we
correct for by fitting a King function profile to the point spread function (PSF)
to determine the radial point at which the measured PSF deviates from the
model. The counts were extracted using an annular aperture that excluded the
affected 4 pixel core of the PSF, and the count rate was corrected according to
the model. Error bars, 61s. Using a fast rise, exponential decay model (red
curve), we determine the properties of the outburst, in particular its onset
time, t0, which corresponds to the explosion time of SN 2008D. The best-fit
parameters are a peak time of 63 6 7 s after the beginning of the observation,
an e-folding time of 129 6 6 s, and peak count rate of 6.2 6 0.4 counts s21

(90% confidence level using Cash statistics). The best-fit value of t0 is January 9
13:32:40 UT (that is, 9 s before the start of the observation) with a 90%
uncertainty range of 13:32:20 to 13:32:48 UT.
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Most importantly, the inferred rate of X-ray outbursts indicates
that all core-collapse supernovae produce detectable shock break-out
emission. Thus, we predict that future wide-field X-ray surveys will
uncover hundreds of supernovae each year at the time of explosion,
providing the long-awaited temporal and positional triggers for
neutrino and gravitational wave searches.

Discovery of the X-ray outburst

On 2008 January 9 at 13:32:49 UT, we serendipitously discovered an
extremely bright X-ray transient during a scheduled Swift X-ray
Telescope (XRT) observation of the galaxy NGC 2770 (distance
d 5 27 Mpc). Previous XRT observations of the field just two days earlier
revealed no pre-existing source at this location. The transient, hereafter
designated as X-ray outburst (XRO) 080109, lasted about 400 s, and was
coincident with one of the galaxy’s spiral arms (Fig. 1). From observa-
tions described below, we determine that XRO 080109 is indeed located
in NGC 2770, and we thus adopt this association from here on.

The temporal evolution is characterized by a fast rise and expo-
nential decay, often observed for a variety of X-ray flare phenomena
(Fig. 1). We determine the onset of the X-ray emission to be 9z20

{8 s
before the beginning of the observation, implying an outburst start
time (t0) of January 9.5644 UT. The X-ray spectrum is best fitted by a
power law (N(E) / E2C, where N and E are the photon number and
energy, respectively) with a photon index of C 5 2.3 6 0.3, and a
hydrogen column density of NH~6:9z1:8

{1:5|1021 cm{2, in excess of
the absorption within the Milky Way (see Supplementary
Information). The inferred unabsorbed peak flux is FX,p <
6.9 3 10210 erg cm22 s21 (0.3–10 keV). We also measure significant
spectral softening during the outburst.

The XRO was in the field of view of the Swift Burst Alert Telescope
(BAT; 15–150 keV)beginning30 minbefore andcontinuing throughout
the outburst, but no c-ray counterpart was detected. Thus, the outburst
was not a GRB (see also Supplementary Information). Integrating over
the duration of the outburst, we place a limit on the c-ray fluence of
fc= 8 3 1028 erg cm22 (3s), a factor of three times higher than an
extrapolation of the X-ray spectrum to the BAT energy band.

The total energy of the outburst is thus EX < 2 3 1046 erg, at least
three orders of magnitude lower10 than GRBs. The peak luminosity is
LX,p < 6.1 3 1043 erg s21, several orders of magnitude larger than the
Eddington luminosity (the maximum luminosity for a spherically
accreting source) of a solar mass object, outbursts from ultra-luminous
X-ray sources and type I X-ray bursts. In summary, the properties of
XRO 080109 are distinct from those of all known X-ray transients.

The birth of a supernova

Simultaneous observations of the field with the co-aligned
Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope (UVOT) on board Swift showed no
evidence for a contemporaneous counterpart. However, UVOT
observations just 1.4 h after the outburst revealed11 a brightening
ultraviolet/optical counterpart. Subsequent ground-based optical
observations also uncovered11–13 a coincident source.

We promptly obtained optical spectroscopy of the counterpart
with the Gemini North 8-m telescope beginning 1.74 d after the
outburst (Fig. 2). The spectrum is characterized by a smooth con-
tinuum with narrow absorption lines of Na I (wavelengths 5,890
and 5,896 Å) at the redshift of NGC 2770. More importantly, we
note broad absorption features near 5,200 and 5,700 Å and a drop-
off beyond 7,000 Å, strongly suggestive of a young supernova.
Subsequent observations confirmed these spectral characteristics11,14,
and the transient was classified11,15 as type Ibc SN 2008D based on the
lack of hydrogen and weak silicon features.

Thanks to the prompt X-ray discovery, the temporal coverage of
our optical spectra exceeds those of most supernovae, rivalling even
the best-studied GRB-associated supernovae, and SN 1987A (Fig. 2).
We see a clear evolution from a mostly featureless continuum to
broad absorption lines, and finally to strong absorption features with
moderate widths. Moreover, our spectra reveal the emergence of
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Figure 1 | Discovery image and X-ray light curve of XRO 080109/
SN 2008D. a, X-ray (left) and ultraviolet (right) images of the field obtained
on 2008 January 7 UT during Swift observations of the type Ibc supernova
2007uy. No source is detected at the position of SN 2008D to a limit of
=1023 counts s21 in the X-ray band and U> 20.3 mag. b, Repeated
ultraviolet and X-ray observations of the field from January 9 UT during which
we serendipitously discovered XRO 080109 and its ultraviolet counterpart.
The position of XRO 080109 is right ascension a 5 09 h 09 min 30.70 s,
declination d 5 33u 089 19.10 (J2000) (63.50), about 9 kpc from the centre of
NGC 2770. c, X-ray light curve of XRO 080109 in the 0.3–10 keV band. The
data were accumulated in the photon counting mode and were processed using
version 2.8 of the Swift software package, including the most recent calibration
and exposure maps. The high count rate resulted in photon pile-up, which we
correct for by fitting a King function profile to the point spread function (PSF)
to determine the radial point at which the measured PSF deviates from the
model. The counts were extracted using an annular aperture that excluded the
affected 4 pixel core of the PSF, and the count rate was corrected according to
the model. Error bars, 61s. Using a fast rise, exponential decay model (red
curve), we determine the properties of the outburst, in particular its onset
time, t0, which corresponds to the explosion time of SN 2008D. The best-fit
parameters are a peak time of 63 6 7 s after the beginning of the observation,
an e-folding time of 129 6 6 s, and peak count rate of 6.2 6 0.4 counts s21

(90% confidence level using Cash statistics). The best-fit value of t0 is January 9
13:32:40 UT (that is, 9 s before the start of the observation) with a 90%
uncertainty range of 13:32:20 to 13:32:48 UT.
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What Shock Breakouts Tell Us	

Most importantly, the inferred rate of X-ray outbursts indicates
that all core-collapse supernovae produce detectable shock break-out
emission. Thus, we predict that future wide-field X-ray surveys will
uncover hundreds of supernovae each year at the time of explosion,
providing the long-awaited temporal and positional triggers for
neutrino and gravitational wave searches.

Discovery of the X-ray outburst

On 2008 January 9 at 13:32:49 UT, we serendipitously discovered an
extremely bright X-ray transient during a scheduled Swift X-ray
Telescope (XRT) observation of the galaxy NGC 2770 (distance
d 5 27 Mpc). Previous XRT observations of the field just two days earlier
revealed no pre-existing source at this location. The transient, hereafter
designated as X-ray outburst (XRO) 080109, lasted about 400 s, and was
coincident with one of the galaxy’s spiral arms (Fig. 1). From observa-
tions described below, we determine that XRO 080109 is indeed located
in NGC 2770, and we thus adopt this association from here on.

The temporal evolution is characterized by a fast rise and expo-
nential decay, often observed for a variety of X-ray flare phenomena
(Fig. 1). We determine the onset of the X-ray emission to be 9z20

{8 s
before the beginning of the observation, implying an outburst start
time (t0) of January 9.5644 UT. The X-ray spectrum is best fitted by a
power law (N(E) / E2C, where N and E are the photon number and
energy, respectively) with a photon index of C 5 2.3 6 0.3, and a
hydrogen column density of NH~6:9z1:8

{1:5|1021 cm{2, in excess of
the absorption within the Milky Way (see Supplementary
Information). The inferred unabsorbed peak flux is FX,p <
6.9 3 10210 erg cm22 s21 (0.3–10 keV). We also measure significant
spectral softening during the outburst.

The XRO was in the field of view of the Swift Burst Alert Telescope
(BAT; 15–150 keV)beginning30 minbefore andcontinuing throughout
the outburst, but no c-ray counterpart was detected. Thus, the outburst
was not a GRB (see also Supplementary Information). Integrating over
the duration of the outburst, we place a limit on the c-ray fluence of
fc= 8 3 1028 erg cm22 (3s), a factor of three times higher than an
extrapolation of the X-ray spectrum to the BAT energy band.

The total energy of the outburst is thus EX < 2 3 1046 erg, at least
three orders of magnitude lower10 than GRBs. The peak luminosity is
LX,p < 6.1 3 1043 erg s21, several orders of magnitude larger than the
Eddington luminosity (the maximum luminosity for a spherically
accreting source) of a solar mass object, outbursts from ultra-luminous
X-ray sources and type I X-ray bursts. In summary, the properties of
XRO 080109 are distinct from those of all known X-ray transients.

The birth of a supernova

Simultaneous observations of the field with the co-aligned
Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope (UVOT) on board Swift showed no
evidence for a contemporaneous counterpart. However, UVOT
observations just 1.4 h after the outburst revealed11 a brightening
ultraviolet/optical counterpart. Subsequent ground-based optical
observations also uncovered11–13 a coincident source.

We promptly obtained optical spectroscopy of the counterpart
with the Gemini North 8-m telescope beginning 1.74 d after the
outburst (Fig. 2). The spectrum is characterized by a smooth con-
tinuum with narrow absorption lines of Na I (wavelengths 5,890
and 5,896 Å) at the redshift of NGC 2770. More importantly, we
note broad absorption features near 5,200 and 5,700 Å and a drop-
off beyond 7,000 Å, strongly suggestive of a young supernova.
Subsequent observations confirmed these spectral characteristics11,14,
and the transient was classified11,15 as type Ibc SN 2008D based on the
lack of hydrogen and weak silicon features.

Thanks to the prompt X-ray discovery, the temporal coverage of
our optical spectra exceeds those of most supernovae, rivalling even
the best-studied GRB-associated supernovae, and SN 1987A (Fig. 2).
We see a clear evolution from a mostly featureless continuum to
broad absorption lines, and finally to strong absorption features with
moderate widths. Moreover, our spectra reveal the emergence of
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Figure 1 | Discovery image and X-ray light curve of XRO 080109/
SN 2008D. a, X-ray (left) and ultraviolet (right) images of the field obtained
on 2008 January 7 UT during Swift observations of the type Ibc supernova
2007uy. No source is detected at the position of SN 2008D to a limit of
=1023 counts s21 in the X-ray band and U> 20.3 mag. b, Repeated
ultraviolet and X-ray observations of the field from January 9 UT during which
we serendipitously discovered XRO 080109 and its ultraviolet counterpart.
The position of XRO 080109 is right ascension a 5 09 h 09 min 30.70 s,
declination d 5 33u 089 19.10 (J2000) (63.50), about 9 kpc from the centre of
NGC 2770. c, X-ray light curve of XRO 080109 in the 0.3–10 keV band. The
data were accumulated in the photon counting mode and were processed using
version 2.8 of the Swift software package, including the most recent calibration
and exposure maps. The high count rate resulted in photon pile-up, which we
correct for by fitting a King function profile to the point spread function (PSF)
to determine the radial point at which the measured PSF deviates from the
model. The counts were extracted using an annular aperture that excluded the
affected 4 pixel core of the PSF, and the count rate was corrected according to
the model. Error bars, 61s. Using a fast rise, exponential decay model (red
curve), we determine the properties of the outburst, in particular its onset
time, t0, which corresponds to the explosion time of SN 2008D. The best-fit
parameters are a peak time of 63 6 7 s after the beginning of the observation,
an e-folding time of 129 6 6 s, and peak count rate of 6.2 6 0.4 counts s21

(90% confidence level using Cash statistics). The best-fit value of t0 is January 9
13:32:40 UT (that is, 9 s before the start of the observation) with a 90%
uncertainty range of 13:32:20 to 13:32:48 UT.
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Shock Breakout Scenario for LL GRBs	

– 11 –

Fig. 2.— Long-term Swift light curve of GRB060218. Upper panel: the XRT light curve
(0.3–10 keV) is shown with open black circles. Count rate-to-flux conversion factors were derived
from time-dependent spectral analysis. We also plot with open black squares the contribution to the
0.3–10 keV flux by the blackbody component. Its percentage contribution is increasing with time,
becoming dominant at the end of the exponential decay. The X–ray light curve has a long, slow
power-law rise followed by an exponential (or steep power-law) decay. At about 10,000 s the light
curve breaks to a shallower power-law decay with index !1.2 ± 0.1 characteristic of typical GRB
afterglows. This classical afterglow can be naturally accounted for by a shock driven into the wind
by a shell with kinetic energy Eshell " 1049 erg. The t!1 flux decline is valid at the stage where
the shell is being decelerated by the wind with the deceleration phase beginning at tdec

<
" 104 s for

Ṁ >
" 10!4(vwind/108 cm s!1) M" yr!1, consistent with the mass-loss rate inferred from the thermal

X–ray component.
Lower panel: the UVOT light curve. Filled circles of di!erent colors represent di!erent UVOT filters:
red – V (centered at 544 nm); green – B (439 nm), blue – U (345 nm), light blue – UVW1 (251
nm); magenta – UVM1 (217 nm) and yellow – UVW2 (188 nm). Specific fluxes have been multiplied
by their FWHM widths (75, 98, 88, 70, 51 and 76 nm, respectively). Data have been rebinned to
increase the signal to noise ratio. The UV band light curve peaks at about 30 ks due to the shock
break-out from the outer stellar surface and the surrounding dense stellar wind, while the optical
band peaks at about 800 ks due to radioactive heating in the SN ejecta.
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Fig. 2.— Energy fluences of neutrinos from a relativistic shock
breakout using the same parameters as Fig.1. We set !CR = 0.2
and DL = 10 Mpc. Lines represent a contribution from the pho-
tomeson production (dashed), the inelastic pp reaction (dotted),
and the total (solid). The dotted-dashed lines show the zenith-
angle averaged atmospheric neutrino background (ANB) within a
circle of deg for !t = 2.0! 103 sec (thick) and !t = 1 day (thin).

of the emission region numerically, with a Rayleigh-Jeans
tail below !min = 1 keV. This would be reasonable, since
the result is not a!ected much as long as the photon in-
dex there is harder than 1. Note that the gamma-ray
attenuation on matter due to the Bethe-Heitler pair pro-
duction is not important in the case of relativistic shock
breakouts. The optical depth can be roughly estimated
as "BH ! (1/137)#T($/mp)rsb " 0.0074 %!1

sh . This can
be important in the case of non-relativistic shocks with
%sh ! 0.01 (e.g., Murase et al. 2011). We also take into
account the attenuation by the extragalactic background
light (EBL; Kneiske et al. 2004).
Fig.3 shows the numerically calculated energy spec-

trum of gamma rays. The thick solid line represents the
expected flux from a single LL GRB event at 10 Mpc
and 100 Mpc. The emission duration is set to that of
the X rays, t! " 2.0 # 103 rsb,13.8%sh

!1 sec. As a ref-
erence, we also show the injected spectrum without at-
tenuation (dashed line) and only including the attenua-
tion within the emission region (thin solid line) for the
10 Mpc case. It can be seen that the attenuation of GeV
! E! ! 100 TeV gamma rays is mainly due to the pho-
ton field in the emission region below/around ! " 1 keV.
In our case, the attenuation rate decreases with the en-
ergy because of the Klein-Nishina suppression. On the
other hand, gamma rays above " 100 TeV are mostly
attenuated by the EBL. In Fig.3, we also show the dif-
ferential sensitivity of CTA for a 5# detection with an
exposure time comparable to t! , 0.5hr = 1.8 # 103 sec
(dotted line; Actis et al. 2011). One can see that CTA can
detect the multi-TeV gamma rays even from 100 Mpc,
within which the all-sky event rate would be " 2 yr!1

for RLL(z = 0) " 500 Gpc!3yr!1. The FOV of CTA
with the shown sensitivity " 5 deg would not be wide
enough for a blind search. On the other hand, a survey
mode with a wider FOV would not be sensitive enough to
detect the signal. Thus, for CTA, a rapid follow-up ob-
servation triggered by a wide-field X-ray telescope such
as Swift or a Lobster-type instrument is needed. Assum-
ing that the sky coverage is " 10%, one can expect " 0.2
events yr!1 within 100 Mpc. The detection rate would be
increased by a simultaneous operation of HAWC with a
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Fig. 3.— Energy fluxes of gamma rays corresponding to Fig.2.
The emission duration is equal to that of X rays; t! = 2.0!103 sec.
We show the cases of DL = 10 and 100 Mpc (thick solid lines). For
the former, we also show the injected spectrum without attenuation
(dashed line) and only including attenuation within the emission
region (thin line). The dotted line shows 0.5 hr = 1.8 ! 103 sec
di"erential sensitivity of CTA for a 5" detection.

sensitivity " 10!10erg cm!2sec!1 for " 100 TeV gamma
rays (DeYoung & HAWC Collaboration 2012).
A detection of the multi-TeV gamma-ray transient, as

expected in this model, would also constrain the emis-
sion mechanism of LL GRB. This is in contrast to the
relativistic jet model, where as in the neutrino counter-
part, the typical energy of the gamma rays injected by
the photomeson reaction would be " PeV, which will
be completely attenuated by the EBL even if they can
escape the emission region.

5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have shown that relativistic shock breakouts in SNe
can be accompanied by multi-TeV neutrino and gamma-
ray transients. These can provide diagnostics for a radia-
tion mediated shock converting into a collisionless shock,
and for baryon acceleration there. We can also get clues
to the emission mechanism of LL GRBs by detecting
such high energy counterparts simultaneously with the
prompt X-ray emission. The multi-TeV gamma rays can
be detectable even from 100 Mpc away using CTA. These
results motivate follow-up observations triggered by a
wide-field X-ray telescope like Swift.
While typically one expects very few neutrino events

from those relativistic SNe, nevertheless searches for
them would be aided by other possible counterparts. Us-
ing the information of optical/infrared counterparts of
core-collapse SNe, one can essentially fix the target po-
sition within the angular resolution of IceCube/KM3net
! deg, and also restrict the time domain of the neutrino
search within " day. The atmospheric neutrino back-
ground (ANB) of IceCube/KM3net within a circle of a
degree over a day is roughly ! 10!5 E",100TeV

!2 events
day!1. In terms of this ANB flux, neutrinos from rel-
ativistic shock breakouts within DL " E",100TeV Gpc
can give a signal-to-noise ratio " 1 (see also Fig.2).
One could then statistically extract O(1) astrophysical
neutrinos by stacking the optical counterparts of O(105)
SNe within z ! 0.3, whether or not the X-ray counter-
parts are observed. Given that the whole sky event rate
of such LL GRBs would be " 3 # 104 yr!1 assuming
RLL(z = 0) " 500 Gpc!3yr!1, a decadal SNe search up

Detectable from10 Mpc by IceCube/KM3Net	

TeV-PeV	

KK+2013	
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Fig. 1.—Neutrino background from GRBs for and . LLy p 10 y p 1acc B

GRB: and with the local rate !500 Gpc!3 yr!1 obtained14r p 9 # 10 cm G p 10
by Liang et al. (2006a). LL GRB (optimistic): and14r p 9 # 10 cm G p 10
with the most optimistic local rate !4800 Gpc!3 yr!1. LL GRB (modest): r p

and with the modest local rate !20 Gpc!3 yr!1. HL149 # 10 cm G p 10
GRB: Taken from Murase & Nagataki (2006a) with ,51E /N p 2 # 10 ergsg, iso

cm, and . WB: Waxman-Bahcall bounds (Waxman &13 14.5r p 10 –10 G p 300
Bahcall 1999). The values of and are the ratios of energy density,y yB acc

and , respectively. For the fast-cooling case and they { U /U y { U /UB B g acc p g

acceleration efficiency !1, we have and .y ! e /e y ! 1/eB B e acc e

Fig. 2.—Observed muon-neutrino spectra for one very nearby GRB (n " n )m m

event at 10 Mpc. Solid line: and . Dashed line: The14r p 9 # 10 cm G p 10
contribution from the blackbody target photon with and14r p 9 # 10 cm

. Dotted line: and . Dot-dashed line:14G p 10 r p 2.25 # 10 cm G p 5 r p
and . In all cases, and (see the legend153.6 # 10 cm G p 20 y p 1 y p 10B acc

of Fig. 1). Note the case of would not be plausible because the magneticG p 20
field strength seems too small to explain the prompt emission by the standard
model.

lowing analytical expression (Murase & Nagataki 2006b; Wax-
man & Bahcall 1999):

c 1 dNp2 2E F ! min [1, f ]E R (0)fn n pg p LL z4pH 4 dE0 p

yacc!10 !2 !1 !1! 7 # 10 GeV cm s sr ELL, 50( )10

R (0) f fLL pg z# , (3)!3 !1500 Gpc yr 0.05 3

where is the geometrically corrected radiated energy of LLELL
GRBs, is the correction factor for the possible contributionfz
from high-redshift sources, and we have used GeV.9! ! 10p, max
Our numerical results are shown in Figure 1. From these results,
we can estimate the number of muon events due to muon-Nm

neutrinos above TeV energy by using equation (18) of Ioka et
al. (2005) as the detection probability and a geometrical de-
tector area of . From Figure 1, we can obtain2A p 1 kmdet

events yr!1 for and!3 !1N p 6.6 r (0) p 500 Gpc yr N pm LL m

events yr!1 for the most optimistic local rate. We also show64
the modest case where the local rate of LL GRBs is compa-
rable to the geometrically corrected local rate of HL GRBs,

. In this case, we can find!3 !1R (0) ! 20 Gpc yr N p 0.3HL m

events yr!1. The neutrino backgrounds from LL GRBs can be
comparable with that from HL GRBs, events yr!1N p 17m

(Murase & Nagataki 2006a).
Unfortunately, neutrino signals from LL GRBs are dark in the

sense that most signals will not correlate with the prompt emis-
sion. Only for very nearby bursts might we be able to expect
their correlations, and it will need many-year operations. The
Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) detector on Swift has the sensitivity
to detect the bursts "10!8 ergs cm!2 s!1. Hence, we can expect
correlated events only when Mpc for bursts withd # 300L

ergs s!1. The expected correlated muon events are47L ! 10max
events per 11 yr for .!3 !1N ! 1 r (0) p 500 Gpc yrm LL

However, SNe Ibc associated with LL GRBs could be de-

tected by optical-infrared follow-ups triggered by a neutrino
event. The angular resolution of IceCube for neutrinos is about
1! or so, which can be searched with wide-field cameras such
as Suprime-Cam on the Subaru telescope (whose field of view
is 0!.5) up to . In the field of view, we would find !10z ! 1.2
SNe and about one SN Ibc that exploded within !1 month.
With the SN light curves !10 days after the burst, we can pin
down the burst time within !1 day or so, during which the
atmospheric neutrino background within 1! would be small,
i.e., #0.1 events day!1 for above-TeV energy neutrinos and
less for a higher energy threshold (Ando & Beacom 2005). In
addition, SNe Ibc could be specified by using telescopes such
as the Hubble Space Telescope. Therefore, we can in principle
detect LL GRB neutrino events associated with SNe Ibc, even
though X-rays and gamma rays are not observed by Swift. The
expected number of muon events is events yr!1 forN p 2.4m

LL GRBs within , with cm, , and14z ! 1.2 r p 9 # 10 G p 10
. Of course, such a follow-up with!3 !1r (0) p 500 Gpc yrLL

SNe detections will be difficult, and it is harder to distinguish
SNe Ibc from SNe Ia at higher redshift. Nevertheless, it is
worthwhile to develop this kind of high-energy neutrino as-
tronomy not only for finding far SNe Ibc associated with LL
GRBs but also for revealing their origins.

We can expect high-energy neutrinos from one LL GRB only
if the burst is nearby or energetic, similar to the case of HL
GRBs. In Figure 2, we show an example of the observed neutrino
spectra from the source at 10 Mpc. The expected muon events
from neutrinos above TeV energy are events in theN p 1.1m

case of in Figure 2. If we can detect such an event, weG p 10
will be able to obtain some information on , , the photony yacc B

density, the duration of bursts, and so on. In Figure 2, we also
show the contribution from the thermal target photon. The GRB
060218–like bursts could provide us events originatingN p 0.2m

from the interaction between nonthermal protons and the thermal
photon flow. This result depends on the temperature of the black-
body region.

HL GRBs may be the main sources of UHECRs (Waxman
1995). The optical thickness for the photomeson production
can be smaller than unity especially at larger radii, r "

, in the internal shocks of HL GRBs,14 51 1/210 (E /N10 ergs) cmg, iso

PeV-EeV	
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Corked Jet SNe or Failed GRBs 	

•  though still speculative (some implications), 	

•  can be more frequent than successful bursts, 	


•  produce similar (dim) GWs and neutrinos. 	

•  Shock breakouts and SNe can be more energetic. 	


2

FIG. 1: The schematic picture of a collimated GRB jet inside
a progenitor. CR acceleration and HE neutrino production
may happen at collimation and internal shocks. The picture
of the radiation-mediated shock is also shown.

conservation. The subsequent jet head position rh is

rh ! 8.0" 109 cm t3/5L1/5
j0,52(!j/0.2)

!4/5"!1/5
a,4 . (2)

Even if the jet achieves ! # !cj in the star, !cj !
5(!j/0.2)

!1 implies that the collimated jet is radiation
dominated. The jet breakout time tbo is determined by
rh(tbo) = R", where R" is the progenitor radius.
The progenitor of long GRBs has been widely believed

to be a star without an envelope, such as Wolf-Rayet
(WR) stars with R" $ 0.6–3R# [24]. Let us approximate
the density profile to be "a = (3%#)M"(r/R")

!!/(4$R3
")

(# $ 1.5–3), where M" is the progenitor mass [25].
Then, taking # = 2.5, we obtain rcs ! 1.6 "
109 cm t8/51 L6/5

0,52(!j/0.2)
8/5(M"/20 M#)

!6/5R3/5
",11 and

rh ! 5.4"1010 cm t6/51 L2/5
0,52(!j/0.2)

!4/5(M"/20 M#)
!2/5

R1/5
",11 [22], where L0 = 4L0j/!2j is the isotropic

total jet luminosity. The GRB jet is successful if

tbo ! 17 s L!1/3
0,52 (!j/0.2)

2/3(M"/20 M#)
1/3R2/3

",11 is
shorter than the jet duration tdur. With tdur $ 30 s, we
typically expect rcs $ 1010 cm for classical GRBs [26].
The comoving proton density in the collimated jet

is ncj ! L0/(4$r2cs!cj%mpc3) = L/(4$r2cs!cj!mpc3) &
3.5"1020 cm!3 L52r

!2
cs,10!

!1
2 (5/!cj). Here, L = (!/%)L0,

L is the isotropic kinetic luminosity, and % is the maxi-
mum Lorentz factor. The density in the precollimated
jet at the collimation or internal shock radius rs is
nj ! L/(4$r2s!

2mpc3) & 1.8 " 1019 cm!3 L52r
!2
s,10!

!2
2 ,

which is lower than ncj due to ! # !cj. This quantity is
relevant in discussions below. Note that inhomogeneities
in the jet lead to internal shocks, where the Lorentz fac-
tor can be higher (!r) and lower (!s) than ! !

'
!r!s.

Radiation constraints.— E"cient CR acceleration at
internal shocks and the jet head has been suggested,
since plasma time scales are typically shorter than any
elastic or inelastic collision time scale [12–14]. How-
ever, in the context of HE neutrinos from GRBs, it has
often been overlooked that shocks deep inside a star
may be radiation mediated [27]. At such shocks, pho-
tons produced in the downstream di#use into the up-
stream and interact with electrons (plus pairs). Then
the upstream proton flow should be decelerated by pho-
tons via coupling between thermal electrons and pro-

tons [28]. As a result (see Fig. 1), one no longer ex-
pects a strong shock jump (although a weak subshock
may exist [29]), unlike the usual collisionless shock, and
the shock width is determined by the deceleration scale
ldec ! (nu&T y±)

!1 & 1.5 " 105 cm n!1
u,19y

!1
± when the

comoving size of the upstream flow lu is longer than ldec.
Here nu is the upstream proton density, and y±(( 1) is
the possible e#ect of pairs entrained or produced by the
shock [30].
In the conventional shock acceleration, CRs are in-

jected at quasithermal energies [31]. The Larmor ra-
dius of CRs with $ !2

relmpc2 is ruL $ !2
relmpc2/(eB) &

3.8 " 10!3 cm '!1/2
B L!1/2

0,52 rs,10!2!2
rel, where B is the

magnetic field, !rel is the relative Lorentz factor and
'B ) LB/L0 [32]. If the velocity jump of the flow is small
over ruL, the CR acceleration is ine"cient. For ldec * lu,
since significant deceleration occurs over $ ldec, includ-
ing the immediate upstream [28, 29], CRs with ruL * ldec
do not feel the strong compression and the shock accel-
eration will be suppressed [27, 33, 34]. CRs are expected
when photons readily escape from the system and the
shock becomes radiation unmediated, which occurs when
lu ! ldec [30, 36]. Regarding this as a reasonably neces-
sary condition for the CR acceleration, we have

(uT = nu&T lu ! min[1, 0.1C!1!rel], (3)

where C = 1 + 2 ln!2
rel is the possible e#ect by pair pro-

duction [29], although it may be small when photons start
to escape. Since the detailed pair-production e#ect is un-
certain, (uT ! 1 gives us a conservative bound.
Applying Eq. (3) to the collimation shock [37], the ra-

diation constraint for the CR acceleration is

L52rcs,10!
!3
2 ! 5.7" 10!4 min[1, 0.01C!1

1 !rel], (4)

where nu = nj , lu ! rcs/!, and !rel ! (!/!cj + !cj/!)/2
are used. As shown in Fig. 2, it is di"cult to expect CRs
and HE neutrinos from the collimation shock for classical
GRBs. We note that the termination shock at the jet
head and internal shocks in the collimated jet are less
favorable for the CR acceleration than the collimation
shock since ncj # nj and !cj * !.
We can also apply Eq. (3) to internal shocks in the

precollimated jet, which have been considered in the
literature [12, 13]. Internal shocks may occur above
ris ! 2!2

sc)t & 3.0" 1010 cm !2
s,1.5)t!3, and the relative

Lorentz factor between the rapid and merged shells is
!rel ! (!r/!+!/!r)/2, which may lead to the upstream
density in the rapid shell $ nj/!rel. Using lu ! ris/!r $
l/!rel, we get (T = nj&T l ! min[!2

rel, 0.1C
!1!3

rel] or

L52ris,10!
!3
2 ! 5.7" 10!3 min[!2

rel,0.5, 0.32C
!1
1 !3

rel,0.5].
(5)

As shown in Fig. 3, unless ! " 103, it seems di"cult to
expect CRs and HE neutrinos for high-power jets inside
WR-like progenitors (where ris ! rcs $ 1010 cm). Note
that although the constraint is relevant for shocks deep

Murase & Ioka 2013	
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Discovery of Relativistic SNIc without GRB 	

LETTERS

A relativistic type Ibc supernova without a
detected c-ray burst
A. M. Soderberg1, S. Chakraborti2, G. Pignata3, R. A. Chevalier4, P. Chandra5, A. Ray2, M. H. Wieringa6, A. Copete1,
V. Chaplin7, V. Connaughton7, S. D. Barthelmy8, M. F. Bietenholz9,10, N. Chugai11, M. D. Stritzinger12,13, M. Hamuy3,
C. Fransson14, O. Fox4, E. M. Levesque1,15, J. E. Grindlay1, P. Challis1, R. J. Foley1, R. P. Kirshner1, P. A. Milne16

& M. A. P. Torres1

Long duration c-ray bursts (GRBs) mark1 the explosive death of some
massive stars and are a rare sub-class of type Ibc supernovae. They are
distinguished by the production of an energetic and collimated relati-
vistic outflow powered2 by a central engine (an accreting black hole or
neutron star). Observationally, this outflow is manifested3 in the pulse
of c-rays and a long-lived radio afterglow. Until now, central-engine-
driven supernovae have been discovered exclusively through their
c-ray emission, yet it is expected4 that a larger population goes un-
detected because of limited satellite sensitivity or beaming of the col-
limated emission away from our line of sight. In this framework, the
recovery of undetected GRBs may be possible through radio searches5,6

for type Ibc supernovae with relativistic outflows. Here we report the
discovery of luminous radio emission from the seemingly ordinary
type Ibc SN 2009bb, which requires a substantial relativistic outflow
powered by a central engine. A comparison with our radio survey of
type Ibc supernovae reveals that the fraction harbouring central
engines is low, about one per cent, measured independently from,
but consistent with, the inferred7 rate of nearby GRBs. Indepen-
dently, a second mildly relativistic supernova has been reported8.

On 2009 March 21.1 UT, the Chilean Automatic Supernova Search
Program (CHASE; ref. 9) discovered10 a bright optical transient
through repeated imaging of the nearby spiral galaxy NGC 3278 at a
distance d < 40 Mpc. The new object was offset 22 arcsec (4.2 kpc)
from the centre of the galaxy and located within its star-forming disk.
Optical spectroscopy obtained on March 28.1 UT revealed11 that the
transient was a young type Ibc supernova (hereafter SN 2009bb) lack-
ing evidence for hydrogen in the explosion debris. On the basis of the
previous non-detection of SN 2009bb on March 19.2 UT, we tightly
constrain the supernova explosion date to be March 19 6 1 UT

(Supplementary Information).
Using the Very Large Array (VLA) on April 5.2 UT, we discovered a

coincident radio counterpart at right ascension a(J2000) 5 10 h 31 min
33.87 s and declination d(J2000) 5 239u 579 30.10 (60.7 arcsec in each
coordinate) and with a flux density Fn 5 24.53 6 0.06 mJy, at fre-
quency n 5 8.46 GHz. This corresponds to a spectral radio luminosity
of Ln < 5 3 1028 erg s21 Hz21 at Dt < 17 days after explosion, more
luminous than any other type Ibc supernova observed5,6,12 on
a comparable timescale. Instead, the radio properties of SN 2009bb
are consistent with the sample of nearby (redshift z= 0.1) GRBs,
observed to consistently yield7 lower relativistic energies than ‘classic’

GRBs preferentially discovered at larger distances. Further VLA
observations of SN 2009bb revealed a power-law flux decay,
Fn,8.46 GHz < t21.4, in line with the radio afterglow evolution seen13

for the nearest c-ray burst, namely GRB 980425 at a similar distance
of d < 38 Mpc (Fig. 1).

1Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street, MS-51, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, USA. 2Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai 400 005, India.
3Departamento de Astronomi’a, Universidad de Chile, Casilla 36-D, Santiago, Chile. 4University of Virginia, Department of Astronomy, PO Box 400325, Charlottesville, Virginia
22904, USA. 5Royal Military College of Canada, Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7K 7B4. 6Australia Telescope National Facility, CSIRO, Epping 2121, Australia. 7University of Alabama,
Huntsville, Alabama 35899, USA. 8NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771, USA. 9Department of Physics and Astronomy, York University, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M3J 1P3. 10Hartebeestehoek Radio Observatory, PO Box 443, Krugersdorp, 1740, South Africa. 11Institute of Astronomy, RAS, Pyatnitskaya 48, Moscow 119017, Russia. 12Las
Campanas Observatory, Carnegie Observatories, Casilla 601, La Serena, Chile. 13Dark Cosmology Centre, Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen, Juliane Maries Vej 30, 2100
Copenhagen Ø, Copenhagen, Denmark. 14Department of Astronomy, Stockholm University, AlbaNova, SE-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden. 15Institute for Astronomy, University of Hawaii,
2680 Woodlawn Drive, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822, USA. 16Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, 933 North Cherry Avenue, Tucson, Arizona 85721, USA.
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Figure 1 | Radio observations of the nearest massive star explosions. The
8.46 GHz radio emission from SN 2009bb (red) is more luminous than any of the
other142local(d=200 Mpc)typeIbcsupernovaeobserved(ref.12andreferences
within) to date on a comparable timescale (Dt=100 days), and is consistent7,13,16

with theradio afterglowluminosities of thenearest GRBsdiscovered throughtheir
c-ray signal within a similar volume (black). Local type Ibc supernovae with well-
studied radio emission (grey) exhibit lower luminosities and peak at later times,
indicating smaller sizes and lower mean expansion velocities. The radio emission
from most local type Ibc supernovae is below our current detection threshold; we
include them here as upper limits (3s; grey triangles).
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M[ yr21, consistent with the wide distribution of values inferred7,15,16

for nearby GRBs. However, the large-scale (>1 kpc) environmental
properties differ24 from those of nearby GRB host galaxies, showing
evidence for a super-solar metallicity that exceeds the proposed25,26

cut-off for relativistic explosions. We conclude that there is a broad
diversity in the environments of engine-driven explosions, and therefore
host galaxy properties alone cannot be used to discriminate between
ordinary and engine-driven supernovae.

With the advent27,28 of wide-field optical surveys (for example,
Palomar Transient Factory and Pan-STARRS), the discovery rate of
young, local type Ibc supernovae will effectively quadruple over the next
3–5 years (Supplementary Information). Coupled with the tenfold
increase in the sensitivity of the Expanded Very Large Array (expected
2010; ref. 29), relativistic supernovae will be uncovered at an increased
rate of ,1 per year within d= 200 Mpc. This is ,3 times higher than the
rate at which nearby GRBs are discovered with current c-ray satellites.
Thus, although such explosions have historically been found through
their c-ray emission, long-wavelength surveys will soon provide a more
powerful tool to pinpoint the nearest engine-driven supernovae.
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Figure 4 | Blast-wave velocity and energy for massive star explosions. We
compare to classic GRBs the blast-wave velocities and inferred energies for the
well-studied radio type Ibc supernovae and nearby GRBs included in Fig. 3.
Assuming equipartition of energy between electrons (ee) and magnetic fields
(eB) as ee 5 eB 5 0.33, which accounts for equal energy in shocked protons, the
total internal energy of the radio emitting source is E ; Emin/eB where the
minimum energy, Emin, is derived17 from the energy density in magnetic fields,
Emin < 8.3 3 1046(f/0.5)(B)2(R/1016)3 erg (here B < 0.43(ee/eB)24/19(f/
0.5)24/19(Ln,p/1028)22/19(np/5) G, R is in units of cm, Ln,p is in units of
erg s21 Hz21, np is in units of GHz, and f 5 0.5 is the fraction of the spherical
volume occupied by the radio-emitting region). For radio type Ibc supernovae
(red; ref. 12 and references therein), the average velocities are reasonably
estimated as b 5 R/cDt as the bulk flow is17 expanding freely. The radio
properties of these objects imply typical values of b < 0.1 and E < 1047 erg.
Adopting the same framework for SN 2009bb (yellow star), we find
R/Dt < 0.9c and E < 1049 erg; we note that the inclusion of relativistic effects
(for example, photon arrival time) would not change these results
significantly, as shown by refs 13 and 15 for GRB 980425/SN 1998bw. The
nearest GRBs (blue squares) tend to be trans-relativistic and some decelerate
rapidly, so we adopt the inferred7,13,15,16 blast-wave velocities and energies from
the earliest available radio data, at Dt= 5 days. Likewise, the inferred velocity
of SN 2009bb atDt < 20 days is a strict lower limit, as there is evidence that the
blast wave decelerated early on (Supplementary Information). Finally, classic
GRBs (blue circles) in the decelerating Blandford-McKee phase30 have C /
t23/8, so we conservatively estimate their blast-wave velocity at Dt 5 1 day
according to C / t23/8, and adopt the beaming corrected blast-wave energies
from afterglow modelling (ref. 6 and references therein). Error bars, 1s.
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Figure 6. Evolution of the H! and H" profiles of SN 2010jp.

lines that have narrow cores and broad wings (Fig. 5). These prop-
erties are typical of some SNe IIn, especially those like SN 1988Z
and SN 2005ip, where both a broad and narrow H! component can
be seen clearly (Chugai & Danziger 1994; Smith et al. 2009b). In
these SNe, the narrow Balmer emission is thought to arise from
dense pre-shock circumstellar material (CSM) or material in a cold
dense shell that has been hit by the forward shock, whereas the
broader line components arise either in the freely expanding SN
ejecta or the SN ejecta that have passed the reverse shock (see
Chugai & Danziger 1994; Smith et al. 2008a, 2009b, 2010). Note,
however, that broad-line wings of a few 103 km s!1 in SNe IIn can
also arise from electron-scattering wings if they have the charac-
teristic smooth Lorentzian profile (see Chugai 2001; Dessart et al.
2009; Smith et al. 2010). Thus, the most basic of SN 2010jp’s ob-
served properties – the light-curve shape and overall character of
the spectrum – seem well explained by a SN IIn.

In our high-resolution MMT spectrum taken on day 89, the nar-
rowest emission component of H! is fully resolved, with a Gaus-
sian full width at half-maximum (FWHM) no narrower than about
800 km s!1. This indicates CSM that is considerably faster than the
100–200 km s!1 speeds commonly observed in the CSM of some
SNe IIn, but in line with the SN IIn CSM velocities in the sample
studied by Kiewe et al. (2010). Expansion speeds around 800 km s!1

are much faster than can be achieved in a RSG wind, but such a speed
is typical for the linewidths observed in luminous blue variable like
eruptions (Smith et al. 2011). The FWHM of the Lorentzian com-

Figure 7. The H! profile of SN 2010jp on day 75, decomposed into mul-
tiple contributing features (thin black and grey curves) with the sum of all
individual components shown in orange. GFWHM and LFWHM denote
Gaussian or Lorentzian FWHM values and centroid velocities. For com-
parison, we also show the H! profile of the normal SN II-P SN 1999em
from Leonard et al. (2002), plotted in red, as well as the H! line in the SN
II-L SN 1980K observed on day "60 (Barbieri, Bonoli & Cristiani 1982)
in blue (the absorption feature marked # in the SN 1980K spectrum is an
uncorrected telluric feature).

ponent ("2600 km s!1) is typical of the intermediate-width compo-
nents of H! seen in SNe IIn, either arising in the post-shock region
or arising due to electron scattering in the opaque CSM (see e.g.
Smith et al. 2010). The very broad component in Fig. 7 with FWHM
values of roughly 20 000 km s!1 is unusually broad for any SN II
explosion, and is reminiscent of the broad lines that characterize the
class of broad-lined SNe Ic that have been associated with GRBs.

The key spectral feature of SN 2010jp that stands out the most
compared to all other known SNe is that H! and other Balmer lines
show fast blue and red emission bumps, yielding a pronounced
triple-peaked line profile (see Figs 5 and 6). These triple peaks
persist across multiple epochs during the first 100 d after explosion.
They can be seen in higher Balmer lines like H" (Fig. 6), as well
as H# and H$ (Fig. 5), so the blue and red humps are definitely
not contaminated by unidentified emission lines on either side of
H!. These blue and red emission bumps are strong enough that
in the higher order Balmer lines, they blend together to form an
excess blue pseudo-continuum (Fig. 5). Fig. 7 breaks down the line
profile into a narrow Lorentzian profile, a very broad Gaussian,
and two well-defined Gaussian bumps centred at roughly !13 000
and +15 000 km s!1, as indicated by our high signal-to-noise ratio
spectrum on day 75. This is only meant to demonstrate that the blue
and red humps are distinct, separate emission components. These
bumps seem to shift slightly in velocity from one epoch to the next,
but they do not stray far from those fiducial velocities, and the low
signal-to-noise ratio of some of the spectra makes precise velocities
difficult to measure. They do not, however, exhibit a systematic
migration in velocity with time.

Fig. 7 shows that the H! line wings and the blue and red emis-
sion humps in SN 2010jp are at very high speeds compared to those
of prototypical SNe II-L and II-P (i.e. SN 1980K and SN 1999em,
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Figure 8. The total H! line flux (black dots) and the flux contained in just
the red high-velocity component (red dots), as compared to the decline in the
continuum flux over time (grey squares; flux density multiplied by a factor
of 10 for display here). The error bars for the red component flux are shown,
and the error bars for the total H! flux are smaller than the plotting symbols.
These are measurement errors; there is also a !5 per cent uncertainty in the
red continuum flux based on the smooth fit to the r- and R-band magnitudes.

respectively) at comparable epochs after explosion. The blue and red
humps are also well separated from the central narrow/intermediate-
width emission component, which by itself would not have been un-
usual, and the relative flux of the high-velocity components appears
to fade at a rate that is different from the rest of the line (Fig. 8; see
below). This slow fading implies densities of nH ! 106 cm"3 for
the H!-emitting region based on the expected cooling time-scale.

At no time does the spectrum of SN 2010jp exhibit emission
or absorption features associated with Fe II, and we do not see the
infrared Ca II triplet at late times that is usually seen in SNe II.
Assuming that these features come from Ca and Fe which were
present in the progenitor star’s envelope, this may be another indi-
cation of very low progenitor metallicity, as inferred from the SN
host environment (see above).

5 D ISCUSSION

We speculate that the observed properties of SN 2010jp can arise
from a superposition of two physical scenarios. The first is a rela-
tively traditional Type IIn explosion, where the rapidly expanding
low-mass H envelope of the star collides with dense pre-existing
CSM that was ejected recently by the progenitor. This can produce
the blue continuum, the narrow emission cores of the Balmer lines,
and some of the underlying broad emission profiles the same way
that these arise in traditional SNe IIn (see, e.g., Chugai & Danziger
1994; Smith et al. 2008a, 2009b, 2010; Kiewe et al. 2010). We sus-
pect that most of the emitting volume in SN 2010jp corresponds to
this component (regions 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 9).

The second component superposed on this model is that
SN 2010jp also produces a fast bipolar jet, tilted out of the plane
of the sky, which gives rise to the fast blue and red emission fea-
tures in H!, and may produce some of the emission in the very
broad wings of the line. The combination of these two scenarios is
depicted schematically in Fig. 9.

Figure 9. Cartoon of the possible jet-powered geometry in SN 2010jp.
Regions 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the unshocked SN ejecta (inner gradient),
the CSM interaction region (dark) and the pre-shock CSM (outer gradient),
respectively. The upper left-hand and lower right-hand quadrants in this
cartoon are the same as for a conventional SN IIn with CSM interaction,
corresponding to low/mid latitudes in the explosion. The lower left-hand and
upper right-hand quadrants depict a tilted fast bipolar jet breaking through
the otherwise spherical CSM interaction shell. An observer located to the
left-hand side would see a combination of the spectrum from a conventional
SN IIn, plus blue and red emission peaks in emission lines arising in either
the unshocked jet material (i) or at the reverse shock in the jet (ii). We suggest
that a bipolar jet such as this causes the blue and red bumps at "13 000 and
+15 000 km s"1, respectively, observed in the H! profile of SN 2010jp.

We argue that the two isolated red and blue emitting components
must arise in a collimated geometry. If the fast and slow components
arose in a spherical geometry (i.e. a fast blast wave overrunning slow
clumps; Chugai & Danziger 1994; Smith et al. 2009b), this would
yield both broad and narrow components, but the fast material would
form a broad component distributed over all velocities, not in blue
and red peaks. Similarly, the reverse shock of fast ejecta plowing
into a dense slow equatorial ring (as seen presently in SN 1987A;
Michael et al. 2003; Smith et al. 2005) would produce emission
spread over all velocities if it is spatially unresolved. Two distinct,
nearly-symmetric blue and red components argue for a jet, because
this can produce fast emitting material at very specific velocities,
separated from the rest of the emitting ejecta (Fig. 9). In hindsight,
it would obviously have been useful to obtain spectropolarimetry
of SN 2020jp to put additional constraints on the asymmetry (Wang
& Wheeler 2008), but unfortunately we did not obtain these data.

The detection of a collimated jet in a Type II explosion is un-
precedented. Models of jet-powered SNe have been published for
fully stripped envelope progenitors, which yield SNe Ibc and GRBs.
Theoretical models also predict jet-driven SNe II for a wide range
of initial masses exceeding 25 M# (e.g. Heger et al. 2003), from
collapsars that yield black holes. These are expected to be more
common at subsolar metallicity (Heger et al. 2003), due to the ex-
pectation of weaker metallicity-dependent mass-loss. However, no
clear case of a jet-driven SN II has yet been seen. For normal RSGs
with massive H envelopes, one expects that the collimated jet is
largely destroyed while imparting its kinetic energy to a spherical
envelope (Höflich et al. 2001; MacFadyen et al. 2001; Wheeler et al.
2000; Couch et al. 2009). It would be interesting to conduct similar
hydrodynamic and radiative transfer simulations for a jet-driven SN
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Figure 1. Chandra X-ray soft-band (0.5–2.1 keV) images of the 24 SNRs listed in Table 1. The cyan circles mark the full-band centroids of each SNR used in our
power-ratio/multipole expansion method. Numbers correspond to those in Column 1 of Table 1. Red numbers denote Type Ia SNRs; light blue numbers denote CC
SNRs.

the pulsars. Generally, the removed area of the pulsars was
small (!16 pixels2). In sources where the pulsar emission was
more extended (e.g., RCW 103 and Kes 73), it was necessary
to replace a larger area (!400 pixels2); since these SNRs are
shell-like (Green 2009), this procedure did not alter their overall
morphology. No other point sources were removed because of
potential confusion with small ejecta substructures.

Given the young-to-middle age of our sources (see Table 1),
we expect that all are ejecta dominated, and the shocked ISM has
only a minor contribution to the observed X-ray flux (Badenes
et al. 2010). X-ray spectral modeling generally confirms that
abundances are above those of the ISM (see references in
Table 1), suggesting the emission is indeed dominated by the
shocked SN ejecta and not by shocked ISM.

3. METHODS

In what follows, we apply two methods to quantify the X-ray
morphologies of our SNR targets: a power-ratio method (PRM)
to measure symmetry and wavelet-transform analysis (WTA) to
probe X-ray substructure. These techniques were introduced in
Lopez et al. (2009b, hereafter L09b); we refer the reader to that
paper for a detailed formalism. Here, we give a brief overview
of the methods and their uses.

3.1. Power-ratio Method

The PRM enables the measurement of asymmetries in X-ray
surface brightness distributions, and we employ this technique

Table 2
X-ray Emission Line Selection

Source Linesa

Cas A O Contb, Mg xi, Si xiii, S xv, Ar xvii, Ca xix, Fe xxv
Kepler Fe L, Mg xi, Si xiii, S xv, Ar xvii, Ca xix, Fe xxv
Tycho Fe L, Si xiii, S xv
W49B Si xiii, S xv, Ar xvii, Ca xix, Fe xxv
G15.9+0.9 Si xiii, S xv
G11.2!0.3 Mg xi, Si xiii, S xv
Kes 73 Mg xi, Si xiii, S xv
RCW 103 Fe L, Mg xi, Si xiii,
G292.0+1.8 O viii, Ne ix, Mg xi, Si xiii, S xv

Notes.
a Energy ranges for individual lines vary slightly across the sources, de-
pending on, e.g., the width of the lines. On average, the bands are O Cont:
0.6–0.8 keV; O viii: 0.6–0.7 keV; Ne ix: 0.85–0.95 keV; Fe L: 0.9–1.1 keV;
Mg xi: 1.20–1.50 keV; Si xiii: 1.7–2.1 keV; S xv: 2.25–2.60 keV; Ar xvii:
2.9–3.3 keV; Ca xix: 3.7–4.1 keV; Fe xxv: 6.2–6.9 keV.
b The oxygen in Cas A is expected to be completely ionized and to dominate the
bremsstrahlung continuum (Vink et al. 1996). Therefore, we use the 0.6–0.8 keV
continuum as a proxy for the oxygen.

here to compare the global morphologies of thermal emission
in Type Ia and CC SNRs. The method was first applied to char-
acterize the X-ray morphology of galaxy clusters observed with
ROSAT (Buote & Tsai 1995, 1996) and with Chandra (Jeltema
et al. 2005). Subsequently, L09b and Lopez et al. (2009a, here-
after L09a) developed and extended the technique to Chandra
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Figure 2. Left: power ratios, the quadrupole ratio P2/P0 vs. the octupole ratio P3/P0, of the soft X-ray band (0.5–2.1 keV) for 24 SNRs in the Milky Way and LMC.
Right: the same plot using only Si xiii (!1.75–2.0 keV) in the 17 SNRs from L09a. Type Ia SNRs are in red, CC SNRs are in blue, and 0548"70.4 is in purple because
of its anomalous ejecta properties that make its type uncertain. The quadrupole ratio is a measure of ellipticity/elongation, and the octupole ratio quantifies the mirror
asymmetry of the emission. We find that the Type Ia SNRs are more circular and symmetrical than the CC SNRs.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

4. RESULTS

We use the methods from Section 3 to the sample in Table 1
to examine the global and local X-ray morphological properties
of SNRs.

4.1. Global X-Ray Morphologies

To measure the global X-ray morphologies of the thermal
emission in SNRs, we applied the PRM to the soft X-ray
(0.5–2.1 keV) images of the 24 SNRs shown in Figure 1.
This work is an extension of the analyses in L09a, where we
employed the PRM and calculated the multipole moments of
the Si xiii images of 17 Galactic and LMC SNRs observed by
Chandra. In L09a, we found that the CC and Type Ia SNRs can
be distinguished by their quadrupole and octupole ratios, P2/P0
and P3/P0, respectively. In particular, the CC SNRs had an order
of magnitude greater P2/P0 than the Type Ia SNRs, indicating
CC SNRs are statistically more elongated/elliptical than Type
Ia SNRs. Additionally, the CC SNRs had a factor of two larger
P3/P0 than the Type Ia SNRs, suggesting the CC SNRs are
more mirror asymmetric than Type Ia SNRs. The results were
the same for other X-ray emission lines besides Si xiii, e.g.,
Ne ix, Mg xi, and S xv.

Here, we apply the method to thermal X-rays in SNRs gen-
erally. In doing so, we are able to increase the sample size
since several remnants have strong bremsstrahlung emission
without resolved or strong emission lines. Thus, in addition
the seventeen targets from L09a, seven new sources have suffi-
cient bremsstrahlung emission for our analyses: G337.2"0.7,
G272.2"3.2, 0534"69.9, 0506"68.0, Kes 79, N206, and
G344.7"0.1. To ensure that we are measuring thermal X-rays
and not non-thermal emission, we analyzed the soft X-ray im-
ages described in Section 2, since bremsstrahlung dominates
over synchrotron emission below !2 keV.

Figure 2 (left) shows the resulting P2/P0 versus P3/P0 plot
for the soft X-ray images; the analogous Si xiii plot from L09a
is given (right) for comparison. We find that the CC SNRs
have a mean P2/P0 = (94.2 ± 0.4)#10"7 (with values ranging
from (28.0–332) #10"7), and the Type Ia SNRs have a mean
P2/P0 = (6.53 ± 0.05) #10"7 (with values ranging from
(2.91–22.1) #10"7; excluding SNR 0548"70.4, see the dis-
cussion in L09a). The mean P3/P0 of the two classes are

also different: the mean of the Type Ia SNRs is (2.60 ±
0.13) #10"7 (with values ranging from (0.29–6.15) #10"7)
and of the CC SNRs is (5.01 ± 0.88) #10"7 (with val-
ues ranging from (0.26–12.1) #10"7). This discrepancy in
P3/P0 can be attributed to the CC SNRs with large P3/P0
(!6.0 #10"7), and the P3/P0 of Type Ia and CC SNRs are
similar otherwise. Generally, our findings are consistent with
those of L09a: CC SNRs are much more asymmetric or el-
liptical than Type Ia SNRs. We attribute these differences to
the distinct explosion mechanisms and circumstellar medium
structures of Type Ia and CC SNRs.

The measured asymmetries between the two classes of SNRs
are clearly different, and this property may enable typing of
individual SNRs using the PRM. In particular, P2/P0 appears
to be the primary discriminant between Type Ia and CC SNRs,
although large P3/P0 (!6.0 # 10"7) seems to indicate a CC SN
origin as well. The P2/P0 probability distributions of the Type
Ia and CC SNRs (Figure 3) do not overlap significantly, except
near P2/P0 $ (20–30) # 10"7. Consequently, the PRM may not
be useful in discerning the explosion type for an individual SNR
if P2/P0 $ (20–30) # 10"7 and P3/P0 " 6.0 # 10"7.

Of the Type Ia SNRs, Kepler has one of the largest P2/P0
because of its off-center centroid (see Figure 1) since one side
being brighter than the other. Sources with more symmetric and
homogeneous emission (like G272.2"3.2) have the smallest
P2/P0. Additionally, centrally filled SNRs (e.g., N103B) tend
to have smaller P2/P0 as well. Of the CC SNRs, the sources
with bright pulsars tend to have the lowest P2/P0 (such as
B0453"685 and Kes 79) suggesting that those SNRs are more
circular and symmetric than those without pulsars or neutron
stars. Finally, SNRs with elongated or elliptical shapes (like
W49B) have the highest P2/P0, and those with large-scale
asymmetries have the greatest P3/P0 (e.g., RCW 103).

4.2. Small-scale Structure

From Section 4.1, it is evident that the large-scale morpho-
logical differences of the X-ray line and the thermal emitting
material between SNRs can be used to distinguish the explosion
type. Next, we consider the relative morphologies of different
X-ray lines within individual sources and what their properties
can reveal about their explosions and dynamical evolution. The
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Figure 1. Chandra X-ray soft-band (0.5–2.1 keV) images of the 24 SNRs listed in Table 1. The cyan circles mark the full-band centroids of each SNR used in our
power-ratio/multipole expansion method. Numbers correspond to those in Column 1 of Table 1. Red numbers denote Type Ia SNRs; light blue numbers denote CC
SNRs.

the pulsars. Generally, the removed area of the pulsars was
small (!16 pixels2). In sources where the pulsar emission was
more extended (e.g., RCW 103 and Kes 73), it was necessary
to replace a larger area (!400 pixels2); since these SNRs are
shell-like (Green 2009), this procedure did not alter their overall
morphology. No other point sources were removed because of
potential confusion with small ejecta substructures.

Given the young-to-middle age of our sources (see Table 1),
we expect that all are ejecta dominated, and the shocked ISM has
only a minor contribution to the observed X-ray flux (Badenes
et al. 2010). X-ray spectral modeling generally confirms that
abundances are above those of the ISM (see references in
Table 1), suggesting the emission is indeed dominated by the
shocked SN ejecta and not by shocked ISM.

3. METHODS

In what follows, we apply two methods to quantify the X-ray
morphologies of our SNR targets: a power-ratio method (PRM)
to measure symmetry and wavelet-transform analysis (WTA) to
probe X-ray substructure. These techniques were introduced in
Lopez et al. (2009b, hereafter L09b); we refer the reader to that
paper for a detailed formalism. Here, we give a brief overview
of the methods and their uses.

3.1. Power-ratio Method

The PRM enables the measurement of asymmetries in X-ray
surface brightness distributions, and we employ this technique

Table 2
X-ray Emission Line Selection

Source Linesa

Cas A O Contb, Mg xi, Si xiii, S xv, Ar xvii, Ca xix, Fe xxv
Kepler Fe L, Mg xi, Si xiii, S xv, Ar xvii, Ca xix, Fe xxv
Tycho Fe L, Si xiii, S xv
W49B Si xiii, S xv, Ar xvii, Ca xix, Fe xxv
G15.9+0.9 Si xiii, S xv
G11.2!0.3 Mg xi, Si xiii, S xv
Kes 73 Mg xi, Si xiii, S xv
RCW 103 Fe L, Mg xi, Si xiii,
G292.0+1.8 O viii, Ne ix, Mg xi, Si xiii, S xv

Notes.
a Energy ranges for individual lines vary slightly across the sources, de-
pending on, e.g., the width of the lines. On average, the bands are O Cont:
0.6–0.8 keV; O viii: 0.6–0.7 keV; Ne ix: 0.85–0.95 keV; Fe L: 0.9–1.1 keV;
Mg xi: 1.20–1.50 keV; Si xiii: 1.7–2.1 keV; S xv: 2.25–2.60 keV; Ar xvii:
2.9–3.3 keV; Ca xix: 3.7–4.1 keV; Fe xxv: 6.2–6.9 keV.
b The oxygen in Cas A is expected to be completely ionized and to dominate the
bremsstrahlung continuum (Vink et al. 1996). Therefore, we use the 0.6–0.8 keV
continuum as a proxy for the oxygen.

here to compare the global morphologies of thermal emission
in Type Ia and CC SNRs. The method was first applied to char-
acterize the X-ray morphology of galaxy clusters observed with
ROSAT (Buote & Tsai 1995, 1996) and with Chandra (Jeltema
et al. 2005). Subsequently, L09b and Lopez et al. (2009a, here-
after L09a) developed and extended the technique to Chandra
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FIG. 1: The schematic picture of a collimated GRB jet inside
a progenitor. CR acceleration and HE neutrino production
may happen at collimation and internal shocks. The picture
of the radiation-mediated shock is also shown.

conservation. The subsequent jet head position rh is

rh ! 8.0" 109 cm t3/5L1/5
j0,52(!j/0.2)

!4/5"!1/5
a,4 . (2)

Even if the jet achieves ! # !cj in the star, !cj !
5(!j/0.2)

!1 implies that the collimated jet is radiation
dominated. The jet breakout time tbo is determined by
rh(tbo) = R", where R" is the progenitor radius.
The progenitor of long GRBs has been widely believed

to be a star without an envelope, such as Wolf-Rayet
(WR) stars with R" $ 0.6–3R# [24]. Let us approximate
the density profile to be "a = (3%#)M"(r/R")

!!/(4$R3
")

(# $ 1.5–3), where M" is the progenitor mass [25].
Then, taking # = 2.5, we obtain rcs ! 1.6 "
109 cm t8/51 L6/5

0,52(!j/0.2)
8/5(M"/20 M#)

!6/5R3/5
",11 and

rh ! 5.4"1010 cm t6/51 L2/5
0,52(!j/0.2)

!4/5(M"/20 M#)
!2/5

R1/5
",11 [22], where L0 = 4L0j/!2j is the isotropic

total jet luminosity. The GRB jet is successful if

tbo ! 17 s L!1/3
0,52 (!j/0.2)

2/3(M"/20 M#)
1/3R2/3

",11 is
shorter than the jet duration tdur. With tdur $ 30 s, we
typically expect rcs $ 1010 cm for classical GRBs [26].
The comoving proton density in the collimated jet

is ncj ! L0/(4$r2cs!cj%mpc3) = L/(4$r2cs!cj!mpc3) &
3.5"1020 cm!3 L52r

!2
cs,10!

!1
2 (5/!cj). Here, L = (!/%)L0,

L is the isotropic kinetic luminosity, and % is the maxi-
mum Lorentz factor. The density in the precollimated
jet at the collimation or internal shock radius rs is
nj ! L/(4$r2s!

2mpc3) & 1.8 " 1019 cm!3 L52r
!2
s,10!

!2
2 ,

which is lower than ncj due to ! # !cj. This quantity is
relevant in discussions below. Note that inhomogeneities
in the jet lead to internal shocks, where the Lorentz fac-
tor can be higher (!r) and lower (!s) than ! !

'
!r!s.

Radiation constraints.— E"cient CR acceleration at
internal shocks and the jet head has been suggested,
since plasma time scales are typically shorter than any
elastic or inelastic collision time scale [12–14]. How-
ever, in the context of HE neutrinos from GRBs, it has
often been overlooked that shocks deep inside a star
may be radiation mediated [27]. At such shocks, pho-
tons produced in the downstream di#use into the up-
stream and interact with electrons (plus pairs). Then
the upstream proton flow should be decelerated by pho-
tons via coupling between thermal electrons and pro-

tons [28]. As a result (see Fig. 1), one no longer ex-
pects a strong shock jump (although a weak subshock
may exist [29]), unlike the usual collisionless shock, and
the shock width is determined by the deceleration scale
ldec ! (nu&T y±)

!1 & 1.5 " 105 cm n!1
u,19y

!1
± when the

comoving size of the upstream flow lu is longer than ldec.
Here nu is the upstream proton density, and y±(( 1) is
the possible e#ect of pairs entrained or produced by the
shock [30].
In the conventional shock acceleration, CRs are in-

jected at quasithermal energies [31]. The Larmor ra-
dius of CRs with $ !2

relmpc2 is ruL $ !2
relmpc2/(eB) &

3.8 " 10!3 cm '!1/2
B L!1/2

0,52 rs,10!2!2
rel, where B is the

magnetic field, !rel is the relative Lorentz factor and
'B ) LB/L0 [32]. If the velocity jump of the flow is small
over ruL, the CR acceleration is ine"cient. For ldec * lu,
since significant deceleration occurs over $ ldec, includ-
ing the immediate upstream [28, 29], CRs with ruL * ldec
do not feel the strong compression and the shock accel-
eration will be suppressed [27, 33, 34]. CRs are expected
when photons readily escape from the system and the
shock becomes radiation unmediated, which occurs when
lu ! ldec [30, 36]. Regarding this as a reasonably neces-
sary condition for the CR acceleration, we have

(uT = nu&T lu ! min[1, 0.1C!1!rel], (3)

where C = 1 + 2 ln!2
rel is the possible e#ect by pair pro-

duction [29], although it may be small when photons start
to escape. Since the detailed pair-production e#ect is un-
certain, (uT ! 1 gives us a conservative bound.
Applying Eq. (3) to the collimation shock [37], the ra-

diation constraint for the CR acceleration is

L52rcs,10!
!3
2 ! 5.7" 10!4 min[1, 0.01C!1

1 !rel], (4)

where nu = nj , lu ! rcs/!, and !rel ! (!/!cj + !cj/!)/2
are used. As shown in Fig. 2, it is di"cult to expect CRs
and HE neutrinos from the collimation shock for classical
GRBs. We note that the termination shock at the jet
head and internal shocks in the collimated jet are less
favorable for the CR acceleration than the collimation
shock since ncj # nj and !cj * !.
We can also apply Eq. (3) to internal shocks in the

precollimated jet, which have been considered in the
literature [12, 13]. Internal shocks may occur above
ris ! 2!2

sc)t & 3.0" 1010 cm !2
s,1.5)t!3, and the relative

Lorentz factor between the rapid and merged shells is
!rel ! (!r/!+!/!r)/2, which may lead to the upstream
density in the rapid shell $ nj/!rel. Using lu ! ris/!r $
l/!rel, we get (T = nj&T l ! min[!2

rel, 0.1C
!1!3

rel] or

L52ris,10!
!3
2 ! 5.7" 10!3 min[!2

rel,0.5, 0.32C
!1
1 !3

rel,0.5].
(5)

As shown in Fig. 3, unless ! " 103, it seems di"cult to
expect CRs and HE neutrinos for high-power jets inside
WR-like progenitors (where ris ! rcs $ 1010 cm). Note
that although the constraint is relevant for shocks deep
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FIG. 4: The cumulative neutrino backgrounds from UL GRBs
and LL GRBs. For UL GRBs, we use rs = 1011.5 cm, !cj = 5,
kTcj ! 0.70 keV, ! = 100 and L = 1049 erg s!1. The CR en-
ergy generation rate is set to !accE

iso
! " = 1053 erg Gpc!3 yr!1,

with fcho = 1 (thick) and fcho = 10 (thin). For compar-
ison, predictions for prompt emission from LL GRBs (with
" = 500 Gpc!3 yr!1 and !acc = 10) are taken from Ref. [6]
for ! = 10 (thick) and ! = 5 (thin). For redshift evolu-
tion, the GRB3 model is assumed [44]. The atmospheric
background [47] is also shown. Note that IceCube suggests
E2

""" " a few# 10!8 GeV cm!2 s!1 sr!1 [11], which is com-
patible with the original Waxman-Bahcall bound [45].

We calculate neutrino spectra, using the numerical
code developed in Refs. [6, 38, 44], where p!/pp reac-
tions and relevant cooling processes are considered in de-
tail. Note that we consistently evaluate "Mp by compar-
ing tacc with all relevant competing time scales. We get
"Mp ! 106.3 GeV and "Mp ! 106.1 GeV in the CS and IS
scenarios, respectively. Then, we calculate depletion of
CRs and neutrino spectra, assuming a CR spectrum of

"!2
p e!!p/!

M
p . The parameters are shown in Fig. 4. We

assume #B = 1 in the IS scenario, while Lcj
B = 10!2L0 in

the CS scenario since the collimated jet is radiation dom-
inated and its magnetic luminosity would be smaller than
the kinetic luminosity, but key results are not sensitive
when the meson synchrotron cooling is subdominant (cf.
Ref. [13]).
The expected number of neutrino events from a burst

at z = 0.1 is at most ! 1, so aggregating many bursts
is important. Alhough it is hard for current satellites
to find many low-power GRBs, we can in principle test
the scenarios by stacking neutrino signals from ! 100 UL
GRBs at z ! 1, which are detectable by all-sky monitors
with sensitivities better than Swift.
To demonstrate their neutrino spectra and contribu-

tions, we numerically calculate the total ENB [44], which
is consistent with the following analytical formula [6, 45]:

E2
"!" !

c

4$H0

3

8
fsupmin[1, fp# ]E

2
p

dN iso
p

dEp
%fzfcho (6)

! 4" 10!8 GeV cm!2 s!1 sr!1 (fcho&acc/10)fsup

" min[1, fp# ](E iso
# %/1053 erg Gpc!3 yr!1)(fz/3),

where fz is the evolution factor [45], fsup is the suppres-
sion factor due to the meson and muon cooling [38], &acc
is the CR loading parameter [6], and fcho is the fraction
of failed GRBs compared to successful GRBs. Here, % is
the local rate that is ! 1 Gpc!3 yr!1 for GRBs and UL
GRBs [8] (but see Ref. [9]) while ! 102–103 Gpc!3 yr!1

for LL GRBs [3].

Results are shown in Fig. 4, where we see that the
ENB flux from successful UL GRB jets inside stars may
be ! 10!9 GeV cm!2 s!1 sr!1. If failed UL GRBs are
! 10 times more common, ! 10!8 GeV cm!2 s!1 sr!1

may even be achieved. Although the uncertainty in % is
large, contributions from LL GRBs [6, 7, 30] and/or failed
UL GRBs can be compatible to the ENB that IceCube
may start to observe [11]. The spectral steepening is also
expected. In particular, in the IS scenario, the meson
radiative cooling or the cuto" from the proton maximum
energy can lead to a break around PeV. In addition, for
choked jets in BSGs, the cuto" at ! 1 PeV is possible due
to neutrino absorption in the envelope if rh ! 5"1012 cm.
In the CS scenario, strong meson cooling leads to a break
at " 10 TeV, so we mainly expect multi-TeV neutrinos.

Summary and discussion.— We derived general con-
straints on HE neutrino production in GRB jets inside
stars, based on the point that the shock acceleration is in-
e#cient at radiation-mediated shocks. They are comple-
mentary to observational upper limits, and current non-
detections of precursor (orphan) neutrinos from GRBs
(CCSNe) are consistent with theoretical expectations.
Our work is encouraging and useful for the literature
on the GRB-CCSN connection [15], joint searches with
GWs [16], and neutrino mixing [17].

We showed that more favorable conditions for HE neu-
trino production are satisfied in low-power GRBs such as
UL GRBs especially if they originate from bigger pro-
genitors like BSGs. The formation of collimation shocks
is naturally expected, so TeV neutrinos are useful as a
smoking gun of jet physics that cannot be probed with
photons, and will also support the idea of BSG-like pro-
genitors. We stress the importance of stacking such less
luminous transients with next-generation all-sky moni-
tors like SVOM, Lobster, WF-MAXI and HiZ-Gundam.

Internal shocks in a precollimated jet could extend the
ENB to PeV energies, which may give an important con-
tribution if failed UL GRBs are ! 10 times more com-
mon. Note that the neutrino production site considered
in this work is di"erent from the prompt emission site.
Since low-power GRBs may be largely missed, even if
their successful jets give ! 10!9 GeV cm!2 s!1 sr!1,
the results may not contradict with nondetections of
“prompt” neutrinos from classical GRBs, which placed
" 10!9 GeV cm!2 s!1 sr!1 [19]. LL GRBs can give !
10!8 GeV cm!2 s!1 sr!1, as predicted in Refs. [6, 7, 30].
They are distinct from classical GRBs and they may be
more baryon rich [46]. Since the uncertainty in % is large,
revealing these transients, which have been largely missed
so far, is important to test the models.
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FIG. 2: Lower limits on ! for given L, above which CRs
and HE neutrinos can be expected from the collimation shock
(without mediation by radiation) at rcs. Thick (thin) curves
represent cases without (with) the possible pair e"ect with
the approximation of C ! 10. Typical parameters of classical
GRBs and UL GRBs are depicted.



















      





 


 


 

 




FIG. 3: The same as Fig. 2, but for the internal shock (with
!rel = 3) at ris. The IceCube upper limit on the slow-jet
model for SN 2008D [21] is also shown for tdur = 100 s.

inside the stars we here consider, CRs may be expected
around the photosphere !T ! 1–10 [38], as assumed in
the dissipative photosphere scenario [39].
The radiation constraint is useful for the slow-jet model

in which CCSNe are driven by mildly relativistic jets with
! ! 2–10 [13]. Interestingly, it is complementary to ob-
servations. IceCube placed upper limits on ! for given
Ej = 2Ljtdur model dependently [21], and its upper limit
is shown in Fig. 3 after converting Ej to L. We may ex-
pect HE neutrinos from su"ciently low-power jets with
L ! 1045.5–1047 erg s!1 for WR-like progenitors.

Ultralong GRBs.— As seen above, e"cient CR accel-
eration may not occur in high-power jets inside WR-like
progenitors. However, the situation is di#erent for less-
power GRBs such as UL GRBs [8, 9] and LL GRBs [3].
In particular, UL GRBs are as energetic and possibly
common as classical GRBs [8]. Their lower-luminosity
L! ! 1049–1050 erg s!1 and longer duration tdur ! 104 s
suggest bigger progenitors like blue supergiants (BSGs)

with R" ! 1012–1013 cm [9, 40].
Assuming a stellar envelope with "a(r) =

102 g cm!3 "BSG r!2
10 [41], with Eqs. (1) and (2),

we obtain rcs " 1.4 # 1011 cm t4L
3/4
0,49.5(#j/0.2)"

!3/4
BSG ,

rh " 1.0 # 1013 cm t4L
1/3
0,49.5(#j/0.2)

!2/3"!1/3
BSG , and

tbo " 9800 s L!1/3
0,49.5(#j/0.2)

2/3"1/3BSGR",13 (comparable to
tdur). We may typically expect the collimation shock at
rcs ! 1011.5 cm.
Interestingly, thanks to lower powers and larger shock

radii, the Thomson optical depth is low even in a star
(!T $ 0.12 L49.5r

!1
s,11.5!

!3
2 ), allowing the CR acceleration

and HE neutrino production, as indicated in Figs. 2 and
3. The jet may be su"ciently accelerated by rcs [42],
while should slow down to !cj after the collimation.

Once CRs are accelerated inside a star, the CR power is
lost to meson production via the p$ reaction with target
photons or the pp reaction with target nucleons, lead-
ing to precursor or orphan neutrinos. We consider two
possibilities: HE neutrinos from CRs accelerated at the
collimation shock (CS) and HE neutrinos from CRs ac-
celerated at the internal shock in the precollimated jet
(IS).
In the CS scenario, CRs are conveyed in the collimated

jet with !cj and completely depleted during the advec-
tion for Radv/c $ min[R", rh(tdur)]/c. Using the photon

temperature kTcj $ 0.70 keV L1/4
0,49.5r

!1/2
cs,11.5(!cj/5)

!1/2

in the collimated jet and %̂p! $ 0.58 # 10!28 cm2, we
obtain the high p$ e"ciency f cj

p! $ ncj
! %̂p!(Radv/!cj) "

1.2 # 106 L3/4
0,49.5r

!3/2
cs,11.5(!cj/5)

!5/2Radv,13 % 1. The pp

e"ciency is also high since f cj
pp $ ncj%̂pp(Radv/!cj) "

56 L49.5r
!2
cs,11.5!

!1
2 (!cj/5)

!2Radv,13 % 1. CRs are de-
pleted essentially in the entire energy range, so the sys-
tem is “calorimetric” and HE neutrinos are unavoid-
able. Since the formation of collimation shocks is also
quite common for relativistic jets inside stars, HE neu-
trinos from UL GRBs can be used as signatures of
jets in big progenitors. Note that due to copious tar-
get photons, the maximum energy in the acceleration
zone &Mp is limited by the p$ reaction. By comparing
the acceleration time tacc $ &p/(eBc) to the p$ cool-
ing time tp! $ 1/(ncj

! %̂p!c), we obtain &Mp " 1.5 #
106 GeV B6.5L

!3/4
0,49.5r

3/2
cs,11.5(!cj/5)

3/2.

In the IS scenario, during the dynamical time, CRs
mainly interact with photons escaping back from the
collimated jet. Using the photon density nj

! $
(!/2!cj)(fescncj

! ) [where fesc ! (ncj%T rcs/!cj)
!1 is the

escape fraction], which is boosted by !rel ! !/2!cj,
we have f j

p! $ (!/2!cj)(fescncj
! )%̂p!(ris/!) % 1, so HE

CRs with f j
p! " 1 are depleted as in the CS scenario.

One has f j
p! ! 1 near the typical p$ threshold energy,

&thp " 1.7# 103 GeV L!1/4
0,49.5r

1/2
cs,11.5!

!1
2 (!cj/5)

3/2. On the
other hand, since nj is small, the pp e"ciency is too low
to be relevant. As in the CS scenario, &Mp is limited by
the p$ process, leading to &Mp $ eB/(nj

! %̂p!).

The IceCube neutrinos	

 　can be explained by 	

　　Ultra-L-GRB jet in BSGs.	

“Radiation-mediated Shock Condition”	

	


  → Shock accelerations inside stars   	

        work only in low-power jets.	

Murase & Ioka 2013	
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Neutron-Proton-Conversion Acceleration	

•  is a shock acceleration including np conversions.	

•  can work with (and only with)	


1.  relativistic shocks,	

2.  neutron loadings,	

3.  inelastic pp/pn collision optical depth,	

4.  magnetic fields (not necessarily strong). 	


•  can work even at radiation-mediated shocks. 	

•  is slow, but efficient.	

•  Is accompanied by non-thermal GeV-TeV neutrinos. 	


KK+2013	

  originally 	

Derishev+2003	


Neutron 	

  loading 	

Internal shocks	

@Photosphere 	

⌧T ⇠ 1-10
⌧pn ⇠ 0.05-0.5

e.g., Neutron-loaded GRB jet in stars  	



NPC Acceleration Cycle	 2

neutron injection!

neutron ---> proton!

proton ---> neutron!

neutron ---> proton!

proton ---> neutron!

upstream !downstream ! shock!

time!

FIG. 1: Schematic illustration of the NPC cycle.

process, a nucleon loses its energy as

! ! "pn(! " 1) + 1, (3)

with the inelasticity "pn. As a result, the energy gain per
cycle can be described as

#Ef/Ei$ % "pn
Nco!rel

2(1" #µu$)(1 + #µd$), (4)

in the relativistic limit (! & 1, !rel & 1). Here Nco

is the number of inelastic collision in the cycle, and the
angled brackets mean the flux ensemble of the particles
that cross the shock. One can see that #Ef/Ei$ ' !rel

2

unless #µu$ % 1; i.e., the particles are isotropized before
crossing the shock from the upstream to the downstream.
In the relativistic-shock acceleration without conver-

sions, #Ef/Ei$ % 2!rel
2 can be realized only in the first

cycle, and #Ef/Ei$ ! 2 in the successive ones [30, 31].
This is because accelerated protons which cross the shock
from the downstream to the upstream are captured by
the shock typically in the very early phase of the gyra-
tion with #µu$ % 1 " 1/!rel

2. In the NPC acceleration,
on the other hand, neutrons that cross the shock can go
far downstream before being converted to protons. Then,
the converted protons are isotropized in the upstream be-
fore being captured by the shock, as long as the gyration
frequency is much larger than the conversion frequency
(which would be realized in GRB jets). In this case, the
NPC acceleration provides a larger energy boost per cy-
cle #Ef/Ei$ % 2"pn

Nco!rel
2, especially for a larger !rel.

As a tradeo", the duration of the cycle is essentially de-
termined by the conversion time scale, which makes the
NPC acceleration a relatively slow process. We note that
the NPC acceleration via hadronuclear reactions is inef-
fective for non-relativistic shocks (!rel % 1) due to the
inelasticity (see [39] for di"erent converter processes in
proton acceleration at non-relativistic shocks).
NPC acceleration in neutron-loaded outflows.— Let us

consider an internal shock in a neutron-loaded jet at the
subphotosphere #T > 1. A rapid compound flow with
!r and a slow one with !s collide at r % 2!s

2ro (

2)1011 !s,2ro,7 cm, where ro = 107 ro,7 cm is the launch-
ing radius of the jet. Hereafter we use Qx = Q/10x in
CGS units. The protons would e"ectively form the shock
jump in the sense that length scales of collisionless dis-
sipation or radiation precursor are relatively short. One
can estimate the Lorentz factor of the shocked region
as ! %

*
!r!s ( 600 !r,3.5

1/2!s,2
1/2. For a (coast-

ing) slow flow, neutrons are coupled with protons up to
the decoupling radius where #pn = nu$pnr/!s % 1, or
rdec % Liso$pn/4%mpc3!s

3 ( 5 ) 1010 Liso,51!
!3
s,2 cm.

Here nu % Liso/4%!s
2r2mpc3 is the baryon number den-

sity in the rest frame of the unshocked slow flow (here-
after upstream), and Liso is the isotropic luminosity.
When internal shocks happen under rdec, neutrons are in-
jected into the shocked slow flow (hereafter downstream)
with the relative Lorentz factor !rel % 0.5(!/!s+!s/!) (
3 !r,3.5

1/2!s,2
!1/2. For #pn " 1, the injected neutrons

cause inelastic collisions with a larger length scale [40],
producing electrons-positrons, ! rays, and neutrinos as
the by-products. The typical neutrino energy is Eobs

! %
0.1!!rel#pnmpc2 ( 150 !rel,0.5!2.7#pn GeV in the ob-
server frame [26]. Such quasithermal neutrinos may be
detectable by IceCube+DeepCore.
Our goal is to show that a fraction of the injected

neutrons recross the shock from the downstream to the
upstream, and are accelerated up by the NPC accelera-
tion mechanism. The conversion channel is dominated
by hadronuclear collisions p + p + n + p + N% and
n+ p + p+ p+N% (see [36] for other cases). Hereafter,
we simply assume that (i) a conversion of a nucleon into
either of a proton or a neutron occurs with 50% per each
collision, (ii) the collision is isotropic in the center-of-
mass frame of incident and target nucleons, and (iii) the
inelasticity and the cross section are independent of the
energy, "pn = 0.5 and $pn = 3) 10!26 cm2, respectively.
Before proceeding, we should note that our setup in-

cludes situations where the the conventional Fermi shock
acceleration would be ine#cient. For #T & 1 (note #T >
#pn), the shock may be radiation mediated [41, 42], where
the shock width or the deceleration length of incoming
protons is typically much longer than the isotropization
length [33–35]. Such protons cannot perceive the enough
jump in the flow velocity, which is crucial for the energy
gain. On the other hand, the mean free path of elastic
and inelastic collisions must be longer than the deceler-
ation length, so neutrons are directly injected into the
downstream with an initial Lorentz factor !d,o ( !rel.
Here, we only consider neutron injections, which gives a
conservative estimate on the acceleration e#ciency.
Now let us consider a possible acceleration cycle af-

ter the neutron injection. From Eq.(4), the energy gain
per cycle may be maximized by including the proton
phase both in the upstream and the downstream to be
isotropized in the magnetic field, considering the small-
est number of inelastic collisions. The optimal cycle is
shown in Fig. 1 (hereafter NPC cycle). The NPC cycle
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FIG. 1: The energy spectrum of protons in the downstream for !rel = 3 (left) and 5 (right). We set !d,o = !rel, "pn = 2, and
#(1) = 106. The spectra are normalized by the total kinetic energy of the neutron injection.

(hereafter NPC cycle). The NPC cycle starts from con-
versions of injected neutrons into protons in the down-
stream ([n,DS]o ! [p,DS]). After being isotropized in
the magnetic field, these protons are re-converted to neu-
trons ([p,DS] ! [n,DS]) while they are advected. A frac-
tion of the neutrons can cross the shock to the upstream
([n,DS] " [n,US]), and again can be converted to pro-
tons ([n,US] ! [p,US]). These protons in the upstream
are easily captured by the shock, and return back to the
downstream ([p,US] " [p,DS]). Note here that once the
protons become non-thermal, the deceleration within the
shock width can be neglected since such relativistic pro-
tons and ambient electrons are collisionless. The energy
gain per NPC cycle is #Ef/Ei$ % 0.5!rel

2.
The return probability, Pret, in the NPC cycle can be

roughly estimated as below. First, both of the two inelas-
tic collisions must have conversions, which occur with
a 1/4 chance. Second, only downstream neutrons with
µd > !sh,d/!d can cross the shock to the upstream. Here
!sh,d is the shock velocity in the downstream rest frame,
which becomes% 1/3 in the relativistic limit. Finally, the
fraction of neutrons that experience an inelastic collision
in the upstream is % min[1, "pn]. Note that the fraction
of protons that leave the upstream is quite small for rela-
tively ordered magnetic fields that we here consider. The
above arguments yields

Pret % fnpc &
1

12
min[1, "pn]. (6)

Here, fnpc is a factor to be determined by numerical
calculations, including all other uncertainties, e.g., the
fraction of upstream protons which experience inelastic
collisions before being captured by the shock.
We can define the acceleration e"cacy of the NPC

mechanism as the energies of accelerated nucleons over
that of injected neutrons, which is given by #npc % $pn&
(1/2)min[1, "pn] &

!

(#Ef/Ei$ & Pret)Ncyc . Here Ncyc is
the cycle number, and the pre-factor corresponds the en-
ergy loss and the survival fraction at ([n,DS]o ! [p,DS]).

As we discuss later, Ncyc would be at most a few, consid-
ering other cooling processes. Accordingly, we take only
the Ncyc = 1 component, which gives [26]

#npc % fnpc &
!rel

2

96
min[1, "pn

2]. (7)

Note that definitions in [26] are somewhat di#erent from
those given here [44].
Monte-Carlo simulations.— Here we perform Monte-

Carlo simulations of the NPC acceleration to justify and
clarify the estimates above.
For demonstration, we assume ordered magnetic fields

parallel to the shock both in the upstream and the down-
stream, and the compression ratio is the same as the
baryon density; Bd/Bu = nd/nu = 4(!rel+3). Note that
this is not a critical assumption and magnetic fields are
relevant to isotropize protons. The downstream temper-
ature can be estimated as Td % (numpc2!2

rel/a)
1/4 '

1 Liso,52
1/4ro,7!1/2!rel,0.5

3/2!2.7
!1 keV, where other

cooling processes than the inelastic nuclear collision can
be neglected for a few NPC cycles. Consequently, the
system is parameterized by !rel, "pn, and %(1). Here
%(&) ( 'g,dtco,d = 'g,utco,u, and 'g = 2(eB/&mpc2

is the proton-gyration frequency and tco!1 = n)pnc is
the inelastic-collision frequency. When %(&) ) 1, pro-
tons are isotropized before the next inelastic collision.
In the following calculations, we fix %(1) = 106, which
corresponds to a conservative magnetic-field strength of
Bu ' 4& 102 Liso,51r11.3!2!s,2

!2 G.
We inject 107 neutrons setting the initial Lorentz fac-

tor and pitch angle as &d,o = !rel and µd,o = *1, respec-
tively, and trace the trajectories until the shock sweeps
the optical depth "pn, which corresponds to the dynami-
cal time of the outflow.
Fig.1 shows the energy spectra of protons in the down-

stream normalized by the neutron injection for a fixed
optical depth, "pn = 2. The left and right panel shows
the case of !rel = 3 and 5, respectively. The various

�rel = 3.0

⌧pn = 1

KK 2013	

DS rest frame	
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FIG. 1: The energy spectrum of protons in the downstream for !rel = 3 (left) and 5 (right). We set !d,o = !rel, "pn = 2, and
#(1) = 106. The spectra are normalized by the total kinetic energy of the neutron injection.

(hereafter NPC cycle). The NPC cycle starts from con-
versions of injected neutrons into protons in the down-
stream ([n,DS]o ! [p,DS]). After being isotropized in
the magnetic field, these protons are re-converted to neu-
trons ([p,DS] ! [n,DS]) while they are advected. A frac-
tion of the neutrons can cross the shock to the upstream
([n,DS] " [n,US]), and again can be converted to pro-
tons ([n,US] ! [p,US]). These protons in the upstream
are easily captured by the shock, and return back to the
downstream ([p,US] " [p,DS]). Note here that once the
protons become non-thermal, the deceleration within the
shock width can be neglected since such relativistic pro-
tons and ambient electrons are collisionless. The energy
gain per NPC cycle is #Ef/Ei$ % 0.5!rel

2.
The return probability, Pret, in the NPC cycle can be

roughly estimated as below. First, both of the two inelas-
tic collisions must have conversions, which occur with
a 1/4 chance. Second, only downstream neutrons with
µd > !sh,d/!d can cross the shock to the upstream. Here
!sh,d is the shock velocity in the downstream rest frame,
which becomes% 1/3 in the relativistic limit. Finally, the
fraction of neutrons that experience an inelastic collision
in the upstream is % min[1, "pn]. Note that the fraction
of protons that leave the upstream is quite small for rela-
tively ordered magnetic fields that we here consider. The
above arguments yields

Pret % fnpc &
1

12
min[1, "pn]. (6)

Here, fnpc is a factor to be determined by numerical
calculations, including all other uncertainties, e.g., the
fraction of upstream protons which experience inelastic
collisions before being captured by the shock.
We can define the acceleration e"cacy of the NPC

mechanism as the energies of accelerated nucleons over
that of injected neutrons, which is given by #npc % $pn&
(1/2)min[1, "pn] &

!

(#Ef/Ei$ & Pret)Ncyc . Here Ncyc is
the cycle number, and the pre-factor corresponds the en-
ergy loss and the survival fraction at ([n,DS]o ! [p,DS]).

As we discuss later, Ncyc would be at most a few, consid-
ering other cooling processes. Accordingly, we take only
the Ncyc = 1 component, which gives [26]

#npc % fnpc &
!rel

2

96
min[1, "pn

2]. (7)

Note that definitions in [26] are somewhat di#erent from
those given here [44].
Monte-Carlo simulations.— Here we perform Monte-

Carlo simulations of the NPC acceleration to justify and
clarify the estimates above.
For demonstration, we assume ordered magnetic fields

parallel to the shock both in the upstream and the down-
stream, and the compression ratio is the same as the
baryon density; Bd/Bu = nd/nu = 4(!rel+3). Note that
this is not a critical assumption and magnetic fields are
relevant to isotropize protons. The downstream temper-
ature can be estimated as Td % (numpc2!2

rel/a)
1/4 '

1 Liso,52
1/4ro,7!1/2!rel,0.5

3/2!2.7
!1 keV, where other

cooling processes than the inelastic nuclear collision can
be neglected for a few NPC cycles. Consequently, the
system is parameterized by !rel, "pn, and %(1). Here
%(&) ( 'g,dtco,d = 'g,utco,u, and 'g = 2(eB/&mpc2

is the proton-gyration frequency and tco!1 = n)pnc is
the inelastic-collision frequency. When %(&) ) 1, pro-
tons are isotropized before the next inelastic collision.
In the following calculations, we fix %(1) = 106, which
corresponds to a conservative magnetic-field strength of
Bu ' 4& 102 Liso,51r11.3!2!s,2

!2 G.
We inject 107 neutrons setting the initial Lorentz fac-

tor and pitch angle as &d,o = !rel and µd,o = *1, respec-
tively, and trace the trajectories until the shock sweeps
the optical depth "pn, which corresponds to the dynami-
cal time of the outflow.
Fig.1 shows the energy spectra of protons in the down-

stream normalized by the neutron injection for a fixed
optical depth, "pn = 2. The left and right panel shows
the case of !rel = 3 and 5, respectively. The various

⌧pn = 1

MC simulation of NPC :    　　　　　	�rel = 5.0
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FIG. 2: The acceleration e!ciency of the NPC mechanism.
The total energy of accelerated baryons by a single cycle is
normalized by that of the neutron injection. We fix !d,o = "rel

and "(1) = 106. The circles, triangles, and squares correspond
to #pn = 0.1, 1, and 2, respectively.

the case of !rel = 3 and 5, respectively. The various
bumps correspond to the cycle number Ncyc = 0 ! 3.
The Ncyc = 0 peak is at " 0.5(!d,o # 1) + 1. We confirm
that the NPC cycle (Eq.(5)) gives a dominant contribu-
tion for the Ncyc $ 1 components. As expected, the
peaks are boosted by " 0.5!rel

2 per cycle.
We also find that, for the Ncyc = 1 bumps, there is

a non-negligible contribution from a path [n,DS]o %
[n,DS] & [n,US] % [p,US] & [p,DS]. Thanks to the
smaller number of the inelastic collision, the energy gain
in the above path is, in principle, a factor 2 larger than
the NPC cycle. This path, however, has no proton phase
in the downstream, and only neutrons which experience
a large-angle scattering can cross the shock to the up-
stream. The fraction becomes smaller for a larger !rel

where most of the scattered neutrons are still directed to
the far downstream.
If we approximate the energy spectrum of accelerated

particles as a power low, dN/dE ' E!s, the index can
be estimated as s " 1 + ln(1/Pret)/ ln((Ef/Ei)) [31, 34]
(but see also [41, 42]). From Eq.(4) and (6), one can
expect the energy spectrum of the NPC acceleration to
become harder with a larger !rel, which can be seen in
Fig.1, although they are not as hard as argued in [30].
Fig. 2 shows the acceleration e"ciency, where we

only take the Ncyc = 1 component. The circles, tri-
angles, and squares correspond to "pn = 0.1, 1, and 2,
respectively. One can see that #npc ' "pn2 for a fixed
!rel. Also, #npc ' !rel

2 for a fixed "pn especially at a
larger !rel, which is consistent with Eq. (7). The en-
hancement seen at lower !rel is mainly from the path
[n,DS]o % [n,DS] & [n,US] % [p,US] & [p,DS]. The
results are roughly consistent with the analytical esti-
mates with fnpc ! 0.1-1.
Summary and discussion.— We numerically investi-

gated the NPC acceleration, which may be e"cient at

internal shocks. It may be relevant even for radiated-
mediated shocks, where the conventional Fermi shock
acceleration would be ine"cient [28, 29]. This mecha-
nism may play a role on generating a non-thermal com-
ponent at subphotospheres of neutron-loaded, relativistic
outflows. We showed that ! !rel

2 min[1, "pn2]% of the
neutron-flow energy may be converted to non-thermal
nucleons with boosts of ! 0.5!rel

2.
In this work, we adopted a test-particle approximation

assuming that the neutron fraction is less than unity,
where the back reaction on the background shock struc-
ture is neglected. Once the total energy or pressure of ac-
celerated nucleons becomes significant compared to that
of the proton flow (rather than the neutron flow), inelas-
tic collisions in the upstream contribute to deceleration
of the proton flow with the length scale " 1/nu$pn and
the results should be a#ected.

So far, we only took into account the hadronuclear
collision. In fact, other energy-loss processes may deter-
mine the maximum energy obtained by the NPC accel-
eration. In the case of GRBs, the Bethe-Heitler (BH)
process p + ! & p + e! + e+ would become crucial for
su"ciently high-energy protons. For a black-body spec-
trum, this gives a maximum Lorentz factor of !d,max "
2mec2/CkBTd, where C is the pre-factor taking into ac-
count the e#ect of the Wien tail.

In addition, the NPC mechanism becomes ine"cient
for %(!u(d)) " 1, where the pitch angle of a proton is no
longer isotropized before the next conversion or crossing
the shock. Then, it becomes di"cult to cross the shock
from the downstream to the upstream. Also, the typical
pitch angle in the upstream becomes (µu) " 1 # 1/!2

rel
as in the case of the Fermi acceleration, which makes the
energy gain per cycle negative, (Ef/Ei) < 1, due to the
inelasticity of the inelastic collisions. This sets another
constraint of !d,max " %(1). Consequently, the maximum
Lorentz factor by the NPC acceleration can be described
as

!d,max " min

!
2mec2

CkBTd
,

eBu

$pnmpc2nu

"
. (8)

For instance, substituting ! = 600, !rel = 3, "pn = 1,
and %(1) = 106, which is a possible parameter set for a
successful GRB jet [26], the NPC acceleration can give
!d,max ! 102 if C ! 10. The by-product neutrino en-
ergy can be E! " 0.05!!dmpc2 ! 2!2.7!d,2 TeV in the
observer frame. Such s high-energy tail may be cru-
cial for the detection of subphotospheric neutrinos from
GRBs [26]. Also, it might a#ect the signal of hadronic !
rays. We should remark that the NPC acceleration may
operate in failed GRB jets [43] and proto-neutron star
winds [36] buried in the stellar material.

This work is supported by a JSPS fellowship for re-
search abroad and NASA NNX13AH50G. We acknowl-
edge the support by CCAPP workshop, Revealing Deaths
of Massive Stars with GeV-TeV Neutrinos.
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FIG. 1: The energy fluence of !µ + !̄µ from a high-luminosity
GRB (with E

iso
! = 1053.5 erg) at z = 0.1. The ANB in 30 s is

shown by the dot-dashed curve.

min[tp, tdyn], where tp is the proton cooling time and
tdyn ! r/(!c) is the dynamical time [5]. Our parameters
imply !max

p " 105.6 GeV. Motivated by recent numerical
simulations [29], we adopt s = 2.1 and "acc = 0.3.
The results for a high-luminosity GRB at z = 0.1 are

shown in Fig. 1. As expected in Eq. (1), quasi-thermal
neutrinos have a peak at # 100 GeV. The NPC compo-
nent enhances a high-energy tail, but it is not very rele-
vant for our conservative value of !rel. The PL compo-
nent is prominent above TeV, and hadronuclear reactions
give a dominant contribution especially for steeper spec-
tral indices. The photomeson production is also quite
e"cient, but the fluence is largely suppressed by strong
cooling of mesons and muons. We also show the atmo-
spheric neutrino background (ANB) [30] assuming that
the angular window of max[#2,#$2! ], with # = 1 deg and
the kinematic angle $! ! 1.5 deg

!

TeV/E! .
Detecting neutrinos from one GRB requires nearby

bursts. But most of these are much less energetic bursts
like GRB 060218 [4], which may originate from low ! jets
or shock breakout from jet-driven SNe [31]. Note that
hadronuclear collisions may occur even inside the stellar
envelope, so subphotospheric neutrinos are expected from
choked jets [32, 33] as well as successful jets. The results
for a low-luminosity GRB at D = 10 Mpc are shown
in Fig. 2, with ! = 30, !rel = 5, and a sub-parameter
Ln = 2 $ 1046 erg s!1. Quasi-thermal neutrinos are ex-
pected around 10 GeV, which also demonstrates lower !
cases. The NPC component, which is prominent above
100 GeV due to higher !rel, is shown with "npc = 0.3.

IV. NEUTRINO DETECTION

Since IceCube is not sensitive at 10 % 100 GeV,
including DeepCore is essential to see quasi-thermal
neutrinos. The neutrino e$ective area of Deep-
Core+IceCube at 10 % 100 GeV is roughly !
101.5 cm2 (E!/100 GeV)2 [21], so detections at E! re-
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FIG. 2: The same as Fig. 1, but for a low-luminosity GRB
(with E

iso
! = 1050 erg) at D = 10 Mpc. The ANB in 1000 s is

shown by the dot-dashed curve.

quire E2
!%! ! 5$10!3 erg cm!2 (E!/100 GeV)!1. Only

energetic and nearby GRBs can be seen, and a few events
are detectable in the case shown in Fig. 1.
Hence, it is critical to make dedicated stacking anal-

yses for GRBs detected by &-ray satellites. Although
such analyses have been done around PeV energies for
the classical scenario [12, 13], but not at " 1 TeV for the
photospheric scenario. To demonstrate how to search for
subphotospheric neutrinos, we use the fluence distribu-
tion obtained by Fermi-GBM (see Fig. 7 in [34]). GBM
detected 400 long bursts in two years, and we assume
that GBM sees 2000 bursts in the northern hemisphere
in 20 years. To discover the signal, the number of events
has to be enough and the signal-to-background should be
su"ciently large. From Fig. 1, the ANB at # 100 GeV
is # 10!6 erg cm!2, so the fluence threshold for stack-
ing should be ! 10!6 erg cm!2. Taking thresholds of
" 10!6 erg cm!2 is not useful since the integral fluence
distribution is flat there, while using higher thresholds
is not very essential since the smaller number of more
energetic bursts is compensated by higher fluences.
How we normalize the fluence is crucial. In the classical

scenario, the normalization is given by the GRB-UHECR
hypothesis [1] or a cosmic-ray loading parameter [3]. In
this work, analogously to the hadronic model for an extra
GeV component [35], we use the observed &-ray fluence
as E2

"%" & E iso
" since subphotospheric & rays are assumed

to be responsible for the prompt emission. Second, the
meson production e"ciency fp" a$ects the fluence. In
the classical scenario, fp" is sensitive to r and ! that
are uncertain [3]. In our model, dissipation should oc-
cur at 'T # 1 [18], and e"cient &-ray production should
accompany neutrinos. Finally, the typical neutrino en-
ergy depends on uncertain ! and z. For simplicity, we
fix ! = 600 and z = 1. Similar assumptions were also
made in analyses for the classical scenario [12, 13], where
the typical energy depends on ! and r (for su"ciently
high fp") as well as L" and break energy [2, 3].
The expected number N of detected (µ + (̄µ events is


